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THE NEMEA VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT
A PRELIMINARY REPORT
(PLATES93-97)

INTRODUCTION

HE FOCUS OF ARCHAEOLOGICALRESEARCHon regionsratherthan sites

T

has a long history in Greece,1beginning around the turn of the century with work in

.d

'The Nemea Valley ArchaeologicalProjectis sponsoredby Bryn Mawr College and has worked under
the auspices of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens with permissionsfrom the Ministry of
Culture and Sciencesfrom 1984 through 1989.
For adviceand supportwe thank Dr. IoannisTzedakis, Directorof Prehistoricand ClassicalAntiquities;
ProfessorsStephen G. Miller and William D. E. Coulson, successive Directors of the American School of
ClassicalStudies;Dr. Phani Pachygianni,Ephor of Prehistoricand ClassicalAntiquities,Nauplion Museum,
and Ms. Eleni Palaeologou, who served in that capacity during the early years of the project. Ms. Zoe
Aslamatzidouand Ms. Eleni Korkafacilitatedour researchin the field, while Mr. AndreasVakrinakis,Head
Guard at the Nemea Museum, and his staff of guards extended to us every courtesyin use of the museum.
ProfessorWilliam R. Biers generouslyfacilitatedour work at Phlius. Special thanks are due also to the villagers of Ancient Nemea and Ancient Kleonai for their unstinting philoxenia and to successive mayors of
Ancient Nemea, Evangelis Zaimis and Nikolaos Papadopoulos,and the Secretaryof the village, Andreas
Mouschouras.
The projecthas receivedmajor funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities (matching
grant RO 20731 and outright grant RO 21715), the Institute for Aegean Prehistory (grants in 1984, 1985,
1986, 1987), and the National Geographic Society (Grants 2971-1984, 3265-1986). Generous private donations were made by Mr. William Broekhuysen in honor of his wife Elizabeth and by Alwyn Carus,
Elisabeth Carus, Frances F. Jones, Lucien Levy, Rueben Resnick, James H. and Margaret G. Wright, and
Carl Youngdale.
Acknowledgmentsfor assistance are given below under appropriate sections. All illustrations except
Figures 4 and 11 were drawn or inked by Julia E. Pfaff. Photographsare by Taylor Dabney except for Plate
94:f and g, which are from the archivesof James P. Harland.
The following abbreviationsfor archaeologicalphases are used:
A
BA
Byz
C
E

=
=
=
=
=

F

= Final

G
H

= Geometric
= Helladic

Archaic
Bronze Age
Byzantine
Classical
Early

HL

= Hellenistic

L

= Late

M
N
Ott
P
R
T

=
=
=
=
=
=

Middle
Neolithic
Ottoman
Proto
Roman
Turkish

In discussingphases, an en dash is used for inclusivephases, e.g., A-C, R-Byz, and a solidus when ambiguity
in the phase is expressed,e.g., A/C, R/Byz.
Works frequentlycited are abbreviatedas follows:
Biers, 1969
= W. R. Biers, "Excavationsat Phlius, 1924,"Hesperia 38, 1969, pp. 443-458
Biers, 1971
= W. R. Biers, "Excavationsat Phlius, 1924: The Votive Deposit,"Hesperia 40,1971,
pp. 397-423
Binford
= L. R. Binford,"AConsiderationof ArchaeologicalResearchDesign,"AmericanAntiquity 29, 1964, pp. 425-441
Blegen, 1931
= C. W. Blegen, "Gonia,"MetropolitanMuseum Studies3, 1931, pp. 55-80

Hesperia 59, 4
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Melos, Lakonia, Thessaly, and elsewhere.2 These researches established archaeological
sequences, defined regional artifact and settlementtypes, and providedan overview of settlement from prehistoric times on. After World War II a series of extensive, but more
systematic,surveys in many areas of the country was conductedby R. Hope Simpson and
colleagues.3Meanwhile a continuing tradition of geographic studies describednatural as
Blegen, 1975
Cherry et al., 1988
Cherry et al.,
Archaeological
Landscape
Cook

= C. W. Blegen, "NeolithicRemains at Nemea,"J. L. Caskey, ed., Hesperia 44, 1975,
pp. 251-279
= J. F. Cherry, J. L. Davis, A. Demitrack, E. Mantzourani, T. F. Strasser, and
L. Talalay, "ArchaeologicalSurvey in an Artifact-Rich Landscape:A Middle
Neolithic Example from Nemea, Greece,"AJA 92, 1988, pp. 159-176
= J. F. Cherry, J. L. Davis, and E. Mantzourani, The ArchaeologicalLandscape of
Northern Keos in the Cyclades,UCLAMon, forthcoming

=J. M. Cook, "Mycenae 1939-1952, III. The Agamemnoneion,"BSA 48, 1953,

pp. 30-68
= 0. T. P. K. Dickinson, "Parallelsand Contrastsin Mycenaean Civilisation on the
Mainland," OxfordJournal of Archaeology1, 1982, pp. 125-137
= G. R. Edwards, Corinth,VII, iii, CorinthianHellenistic Pottery, Princeton 1975
Edwards
Faraklas
= N. Faraklas, Ancient GreekCities, XI, Phleiasia, Athens 1972
= E. French, "The Figures and Figurines,"in The Archaeologyof Cult, A. C. Renfrew,
French
ed. (BSA Suppl. 18), London 1985, pp. 209-280
= J. P. Harland, "The Excavationsof Tsoungiza, the PrehistoricSite of Nemea,"AJA
Harland
32,1928, p. 63
= E. Kolodny,La population des Ulesde la Grece,Aix-en-Provence 1974
Kolodny
= W. W. McGrew, Land and Revolutionin Modern Greece, 1800-1881, Kent, Ohio
McGrew
1985
= S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1973-1974," Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 143-172
Miller, 1975
= S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1975," Hesperia 45, 1976, pp. 174-202
Miller, 1976
= S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1979," Hesperia 49, 1980, pp. 178-205
Miller, 1980
= S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1981," Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 19-40
Miller, 1982
= N. P. Mouzelis, Modern Greece:Facets of Underdevelopment,New York 1978
Mouzelis
= W. K. Pritchett,Studiesin Ancient Topography,Part II (Battlefields) (Universityof
Pritchett
California Publicationsin Classical Studies 4), Berkeley 1969
= C. Redman, "SurfaceCollection,Sampling and Research Design: A Retrospective,"
Redman
AmericanAntiquity 52, 1987, pp. 249-265
= A. G. Russell, "The Topography of Phlius and the Phliasian Plain," University of
Russell
LiverpoolAnnals of Archaeologyand Anthropology11, 1924, pp. 37-47
= J. B. Rutter, "Pottery Groups from Tsoungiza of the End of the Middle Bronze
Rutter
Age,"Hesperia 59, 1990, pp. 375-458
= M. Wagstaff, The Developmentof Rural Settlements,London 1982
Wagstaff
= J. Wiseman, The Land of the Ancient Corinthians(SIMA 50), G6teborg 1978
Wiseman
= J. C. Wright, J. F. Cherry, J. L. Davis, and E. Mantzourani, "Early Mycenaean
Wright et al.,
Settlement in the Nemea Region," in The PrehistoricAegean and Its Relations
"EarlyMycenaean
to Adjacent Areas, Proceedings of the Sixth International Colloquium on AeSettlement"
gean Prehistory,G. Korres,ed., Athens, in press
2 E.g., D. Mackenzie, "AncientSites in Melos," BSA 3, 1897, pp. 71-88; R. M. Dawkins et al., "Laconia,"
BSA 13, 1906-1907, pp. 1-284; 14, 1907-1908, pp. 1-182; 15, 1908-1909, pp. 1-213; 16, 1909-1910,
pp. 1-75; and A. J. B. Wace and M. Thompson, PrehistoricThessaly,London 1912.
3 R. Hope Simpson, "Identifyinga Mycenaean Site," BSA 52, 1957, pp. 231-259; H. Waterhouse and
, Part Two,"
R. Hope Simpson, "PrehistoricLaconia:Part One," BSA 55,1960, pp. 67-107; eidem,"
Dickinson
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well as cultural landscapes and studied the impact of the distributionof resourceson the
demographicand economicbasis of settlement in Greece.4Recent work has been strongly
influencedby advancesin method,theory, and researchdesign made outside Greece during
the 1960's and 1970's,5and it is now normal to attempt to integratesocio-economic,political, geographical,and ecologicalvariables.Such work assumesthat an understandingof human behavior can benefit from looking beyond single settlementsand that regional studies
enable us to see the wider contextof many activitiesconcernedwith land use and settlement.
The resulting information on variations in long-term exploitation of local resources, the
varied relationshipsof differentsettlementswithin a region to one another,and the interaction between the region and the outside world does much to help us disentanglethe causal
factors of the settlement and land-use patterns which are a primary concern of much archaeologicalresearch.
Central to many recent regional studies is the concept of cultural ecology, namely the
identificationand study of the processesby which a human group adapts to a particularenvironment,both natural and social.6Such an approachto regional studies stressesthe study
of exploitativeand productivetechnologiesand the analysis of behavioraladaptationsto the
natural environment,as manifest, for example, in patterns of settlementand land use. All
natural landscapes have some potential for exploitation, yet the technological means for
doing so do not remain constant and are conditionedby an ever-changingsocial matrix.7
Archaeologistshave thus been challengedto deviseresearchstrategiesthat result in comprehensive explanations of culture change. One consequenceof these new approachesto regional archaeologyis the need for sensibly and unambiguouslydelimited study areas, the
use of appropriatesampling schemes, and a strong emphasis on recognizingrecurrentpatterns of archaeological evidence which emerge clearly only over the long duration. The
building of models to understandsuch patterns can often be significantlyadvancedby the
anthropologicaland ethnohistoricalstudy of more recent adaptationsto the same region.8
BSA 56, 1961, pp. 114-175; W. A. McDonald and R. Hope Simpson, "PrehistoricHabitation in the Southwestern Peloponnesos,"AJA 65, 1961, pp. 221-260; eidem, "Further Exploration in the Southwestern
Peloponnesos,"AJA 68, 1964, pp. 229-245; and eidem, "FurtherExplorationin the SouthwesternPeloponnesos," AJA 73, 1969, pp. 123-177; R. Hope Simpson, A Gazetteer and Atlas of Mycenaean Sites (BICS
Suppl. 16), London 1965. For a general discussion, see J. Bintliff, "The History of Archaeo-geographic
Studies of PrehistoricGreece, and Recent Fieldwork,"in Mycenaean Geography,J. Bintliff, ed., Cambridge
1979, pp. 3-16.
4 E.g., H. Lehmann, Argolis, Athens 1937; A. Philippson, Die griechischeLandschaften,E. Kirsten, ed.,
vols. 1-5, Frankfurt 1959; Kolodny;J. Bintliff, Natural Environmentand Human Settlementin Prehistoric
Greece (BAR SupplementarySeries 28), Oxford 1977; Wagstaff.
I Binford;C. Redman, "MultistageFieldworkand AnalyticalTechniques,"AmericanAntiquity28, 1973,
pp. 61-79; Redman.
6J. Steward, Theoryof CultureChange, Urbana 1955, pp. 40-42.
7 L. R. Binford, "Archaeologyas Anthropology,"American Antiquity 28, 1962, pp. 217-225; Binford;
A. C. Renfrew and J. Wagstaff, edd., An Island Polity, Cambridge1982.
8 For research design and sampling, see Binford; Redman; for ethnoarchaeology,see T. W. Jacobsen,
"AnotherModest Proposal:Ethnoarchaeologyin Greece,"in Contributionsto Aegean Archaeology.Studiesin
Honor of William A. McDonald, N. C. Wilkie and W. D. E. Coulson, edd., Minneapolis 1985, pp. 91-107.
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While many projectsin the Americasand the Near East have taken this new methodology to heart,9archaeologyin Greece has been slower to respond to the challenge. The influential Minnesota Messenia Expedition,however,laid the foundationsfor more scientific
and interdisciplinaryregional studies in Greece,10while the more recent Melos projecthas
squarely met the goals of a cultural ecologicalapproachwithin a manageableand coherent
study area.11There a probabilisticsampling strategy for an intensive survey significantly
advancedregional studies in Greece,12while the attention paid to the systemic nature of
inter- and intra-regional activities and to the response of the Melians to economic and
political changes both on and beyond the island since its first settlementhas strongly influenced our own work at Nemea as well as a number of other large-scale projectsthat have
just been completed or are in progress.13In addition to these developments,cooperation
with social anthropologists,geoarchaeologists,and historical ecologists has now become a
regular feature of such studies.
The primary goal of NVAP has been to documentand explain changes in patterns of
settlement and land use at all times in the past within a small region of approximately
80 sq.km. in southernGreece, centeredon the Nemea Valley.14Although best known as the
locationof the Classical sanctuaryof Zeus, Nemea has a long historyof occupation,extending far back into prehistorictimes. Our decisionto explore this area was greatly influenced
by previous archaeologicaland historical research that suggested that the Valley and its
surroundings have rarely been the locus of an independent polity but more often were
drawn under the domination of neighbors. Nemea appears to have been exploited by a
variety of external centers and to have been incorporatedinto political economiesof differing organizationand complexityat various times in its history.
It was this demonstrablevulnerabilityto the powers of the outside world that, in our
eyes, made the Nemea Valley an ideal candidate for a study of long-term change in the
I

E.g., R. McC. Adams, Heartlandof Cities, Chicago 1981, in southernMesopotomia;R. E. Blanton, S. A.
Kowaleski, G. Feinman, and J. Appel, Ancient Mesoamerica:A Comparisonof Change in Three Regions,
Cambridge 1981, in the Valley of Oaxaca, Mexico; and J. R. Parsons, "The Development of a Prehistoric
Complex Society:A Regional Perspectivefromthe Valley of Mexico,"JFA 1,1974, pp. 81-108, in the Valley
of Mexico.
10 W. A. McDonald and G. R. Rapp, Jr., edd., The Minnesota Messenia Expedition, Minneapolis 1972.
1 Renfrew and Wagstaff (footnote7 above).
12J. F. Cherry, "A Preliminary Definition of Site Distribution on Melos," in Renfrew and Wagstaff
(footnote7 above), pp. 10-23.
13 E.g., T. H. Van Andel and C. N. Runnels, Beyond the Acropolis:A Rural GreekPast, Stanford 1987;
T. H. Van Andel and S. B. Sutton, Excavationsat Franchthi Cave, Fascicule 2, Landscapeand People of the
Franchthi Region, T. W. Jacobsen, ed., Bloomington 1987 (southern Argolid); D. A. Davidson and
C. Tasker, "GeomorphologicalEvolution during the Late Holocene,"in Renfrew and Wagstaff (footnote 7
above), pp. 82-94 (Melos); D. A. Davidson, "GeomorphologicalStudies,"in C. Renfrew, M. Gimbutas, and
E. S. Elster, Excavations at Sitagroi (Monumenta Archaeologica13), Los Angeles 1986, pp. 25-40 (the
Drama Plain); J. L. Bintliff and A. M. Snodgrass, "The Cambridge/BradfordBoeotian Expedition: The
First Four Years,"JFA 12, 1985, pp. 123-161 (Boiotia).
14 In orderto be consistentin the use of place names, we use the term Nemea Valley to refer to the valley of
the village of Ancient Nemea (Heraklion) and Phliasian Valley to refer to the valley of modern Nea Nemea.
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northeast Peloponnesos. Such an orientation would allow us to describe and compare
the changingnature and extent of settlementand land use in the area at many stages of the
past. A particularinterestwas to discoverwhen settlementin the region probablyhad functioned autonomouslyand when it had been incorporatedwithin larger social systems.It was
furtherhoped that recognizingrecurringpatternsin the archaeologicalrecordwould allow
the constructionof general models that might shed light on the dynamicsof Peloponnesian
society in periods of the past as yet poorly understood,both prehistoric and historic, by
documentingthe archaeologicalconsequencesof different types of political and economic
organizationsin those periodsfor which historicaldocumentationis relativelyample.
A four-prongedresearch strategy was adopted by the project.A surface survey would
record evidence useful for the reconstructionof past settlement and land use within the
designatedstudy area. Concurrentgeomorphologicalinvestigationswould focus on the formation of Holocene land forms and, especially, on the effects of human exploitation on
cycles of erosion, deposition,and soil formation.An anthropologicalstudy would document
patterns of settlement and land use since the Greek Revolution and would concentrateon
the local consequencesof incorporationof the Nemea area into the modernnation-stateof
Greece and into the world economyof which Greeceis now a part. Finally, re-investigation
of the prehistoricsettlementon the hill of Tsoungiza at the head of the Nemea Valley, apparently the major prehistoric settlement in the area, would provide, together with the
results of the recent excavations of the Sanctuary of Zeus,15a detailed sequence of local
types of artifacts, spanning most periods since the Neolithic. Excavation of Tsoungiza
would permit a more complete reconstructionof the prehistoric settlement system in the
Nemea area by uncoveringa substantialpart of what was apparentlyits largest settlement.
The extent of interaction between the major prehistoric site and external areas could be
evaluatedindependentlyand conclusionscomparedto those from the survey. For example,
patternsof populationgrowth or decline and trendstoward greateror lesser socio-economic
complexity at Tsoungiza could be comparedwith the picture reconstructedfrom surface
finds alone.
Lofty goals of this sort demand clearly structuredproceduresfor the documentationof
data, especially to register precisely the location of surface and sub-surface artifacts. At
Nemea computerizeddata storage and handling systems have regularizedrecordingmethods and facilitated the efficient retrieval of data, both in and out of the field.16In the
museum, specializedpersonnelexamined artifactsand organicremains soon after their discovery. Such on-the-spot feedback fueled a constant interchange among members of the
projectthat not infrequentlyinfluencedthe courseof subsequentfieldwork.17
G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1984-1986," Hesperia 57, 1988, pp. 1-20, with references to
earlierwork.
16 M. K. Dabney, "The ComputerizedArchives of the Nemea Valley ArchaeologicalProject,"AJA 92,
1988, pp. 249-250 (abstract). The formation of this aspect of the projecthas largely been the work of Dr.
Mary Dabney, who has been responsiblefor museum studies and recordsystems.She coordinatedthe writing
of recordingformatsfor objectanalysis. ProfessorRobert F. Sutton,Jr. developedin concertwith Cherry and
Davis the computerfiles for the survey.
17 Day-to-day processing of finds in the museum was overseen by Mary Dabney, assisted by Aileen
15 S.
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The reportthat follows is based on activefieldworkand study of finds in the museum at
Nemea between 1984 and 1989. Although preliminary, it is intended to present a fairly
comprehensiveview of over-all trends in settlementand land use in the Nemea area and to
integrate results of studies conductedby all four arms of the project.For several periods of
the past, political and economicrelationshipsbetween the area and more extensiveregional
systems,both in the northeastPeloponnesosand beyond,are consideredin light of available
archaeological,historical, and ethnohistoricaldata. In conclusion,the analysis of these interactionssuggests explanationsfor the changing fortunesboth of the Nemea region and of
the larger areas that affect it and provides a good illustration of the value of regionally
orientedarchaeologicalstudies.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
GEOGRAPHICAL FACTORS

The Nemea Valley is one of a number of basins in the northeast Peloponnesoswhich
are flankedto the southeastby the massif of Psyli Rachi, which dividesthe Corinthia from
the Argolid, and to the west by the Kyllini range (Mt. Zeria), which borders Arkadia
(Figs. 1 and 2). Immediatelyto the east is the LongopotamosValley, containingthe polis
of Kleonai and the prehistoricsettlementof Zygouries, while to the west the upper reaches
of the Asopos river forms the extensive plain of Phliasia, in which lies ancient Phlius and a
number of other prehistoricand later sites.18Further west is the basin of Lake Stymphalos
and the plain of Pheneos, upland regionswith which Nemea has had very close connections,
at least in recent centuries (see pp. 596-599 below). Access northwardalong any of these
river coursesto the CorinthianGulf is generally steep and difficult,so that the role of passes
through the hills and mountains has exerted an importantinfluence on the patternsof settlement in the valleys, which commandhistoricallydocumentedroutes, particularlyinto the
Argolid. From the Phliasian Plain, for instance, the anciently named Kelossa Pass leads
southeastto the upper end of the Argive plain (Xenophon, Hellenica 4.7.7), and a steeper
route crosses the hills at the west to ancient Stymphalos, whence originates the Roman
aqueductthat runs through the area on its way to Corinth.19Skirtingthe Nemea Valley to
the southeast is the majorroute of communicationin this area today, the Tretos Pass, now
followed by the National Highway and by the railroad from Corinth to Argos. Two
other routes lead from it to the Argolid, one above modernAgios Vasilios (and prehistoric
Ajootian (1985) and Wendy Thomas (1986-1987); ProfessorJeremy Rutter supervisedthe study of prehistoric finds for both excavationand survey. Taylor Dabney was projectphotographer;Julia Pfaff supervised
the drawing of artifacts,assistedby Julie Perlmutter(1985), Lyla Pinch (1986-1987), and RosemaryRobertson (1987). Finds were conservedby Tamsen Fuller (1984), Helen Alten (1984-1985), Alexandra Trone
(1985-1987), and John Maseman (1986).
18 For studies of ancient topographicalaccountsof this area, see Russell; G. Roux, Pausanias en Corinthie,
Paris 1958; M. Sakellariou and N. Faraklas, Ancient Greek Cities, III, Corinthia-Cleonaea,Athens 1971;
Faraklas;Pritchett,pp. 96-111; Wiseman, pp. 110-111; K. Adshead,Politics of the ArchaicPeloponnese:The
Transitionfrom Archaicto ClassicalPolitics, Aldershot 1986, pp. 1-18.
19
Pausanias, 2.3.5; W. R. Biers, "Waterfrom Stymphalos?"Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 171-184.
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Zygouries) to Mycenae, the other over Dervenakia.A yet more easterly road runs through
Agion Oron, near modernChiliomodi (ancientTenea), down to modernProsymna.20
The Nemea Valley is smaller than its neighbors,and although it lies near these passes,
it is not linked directly to them. Rather, it is separatedfrom them by a series of high hills
(crossedby low passes) that ring the valley in a horseshoeshape at its southern end; these
hills rise northwardto Mt. Phoukas (ancient Mt. Apesas) on the east, and to Mt. Prophitis
Ilias (ancientMt. Trikaranon)on the west (Fig. 2, P1.93:a). Topographicfactorsthus serve
to give strong definitionto the valley proper, while at the same time making possible communication and interactionwith regions both immediately adjacentand farther afield (as
the existing historical and archaeologicalinformationalready seemed to indicate). NVAP
was formed to take advantage of this unusual geographical circumstance.Such a wellboundedlandscapeoffered the chance of isolating forces acting on it, and its known history
of settlement seemed to permit an integratedand detailed study of long-term variations in
human occupationin a clearly definedregion.
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOMORPHOLOGICALSTUDIES

The investigationof the historyof Late Quaternaryalluviationin the NVAP study area
is a first step towards understandingthe impact man has made on the ancient Nemean
landscape and the effects such alterationshave had on his use of it.21Most of the Nemea
Valley and all the adjacent Xerokampos Valley have now been examined; study of the
upland area between the Nemea Valley and the Tretos Pass remains to be undertaken.
Principles of soil stratigraphy have guided our research. Since soils record hiatuses in
depositionas they developon stable landscapesurfaces,which can be exposedto weathering
for intervals of hundredsor thousandsof years, it is possible to "fingerprint"each soil and
then map its distribution throughout a landscape.22If, as is often the case, a soil either
buries or incorporateschronologicallydiagnosticcultural material within it, these artifacts
can be used for dating. Ultimately it is possible to form a picture of which parts of the
present surface of the landscape existed at particular times in the past. Results so far indicate that at least three times since the Early Neolithic period the hill slopes around the
main valley becameunstable and shed alluvium into a drainagenetworkwhich was unable
to transport all of it, and the result was aggradationon the valley floor. For some time
during the Early or Middle Holocene, drainage in the valley was sluggish, and the valley
floor may have been floodedfor much, or even all, of the year. These events must (and can)
be more closely dated, but it is already clear that the landscape of Nemea has been periodically unstable and that the environmenthas changed considerablysince humans first
settledthere.
20
Pausanias (2.15.2) describes the Tretos and Agios Sostis passes; Xenophon (Agesilaos2.17) probably
refers to the pass through Agion Oron;see Wiseman, pp. 121-125; L. E. Lord, "Watchtowersand Fortresses
in Argolis,"AJA 43, 1939, pp. 80-83.
21 This section of the report is the work of Dr. Anne Demitrack. Tina Niemi servedas general field assistant, and Sriyan Pietersz, Nicholas Ceh, and Elliott Lax helped with augering in the summerof 1986.
22
p. W. Birkeland,Soils and Geomorphology,New York 1984.
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The slopes of the Nemea and Xerokamposvalleys consistalmostexclusivelyof Pliocene
marl, with associatedsandy marl, sandstone, and loose pebbly conglomerate.The marl is
soft and easily erodedafter it has been clearedof vegetationand is thus capableof supplying
abundantalluvium to the valleys. A resistant,well-cementedPliocene conglomerate(forming broadpeaks and table platforms)caps the marl association.In the southernmostpart of
the study area, marly terraingives way to older Pelagic limestones(upper Cretaceous)and a
minor component of shale-chert-silicifiedlimestones (Jurassic) which, even over a small
area, vary spectacularlyin color from green to purple. Valley bottomsare filled with Quaternary alluvium and are well watered by springs forming where the easily infiltrated,
cementedconglomeratemeets the more watertight marl. Drainage follows a regional fracture system northwardto the CorinthianGulf.23A superficialnetworkchannelswater from
the main valley via a single stream (the Nemea River) which flows for more than 13 km. in
a narrow marl canyon. If it is blocked,drainageis impeded.
We have identified four soil-stratigraphicunits, between Late Pleistocene and Late
Holocene, in the Nemea Valley and five in the adjacentXerokampos Valley (Fig. 3 and
Table 1).24 The late Pleistocenewas mainly a periodof fan building (unit P1).At least three
successive fan alluvia were deposited, each followed by a long interval of non-deposition
during which a soil formed on the exposed fan surfaces. The oldest alluvium in unit P1
developeda calcic soil with prominent 10-cm. nodules; in contrast,the succeedingalluvia
are non-calcic. Climate and the contributionof air-borne calcareousdust govern the presence or absence of calcium carbonatein a soil; a slight change in either of these variables
could have createdthe calcic-noncalcicsoil sequence.25
During the Holocene (especially in the more recent past), fan building has been less
important than stream deposition and colluviation for filling in the valley. At least three
phases of stream deposits, separatedby long intervals of no depositionand soil formation,
occur in the early, late, and latest Holocene (H1, H2, and H3 sets). The H1 unit contains
Early Neolithic pottery, and it is clear that it began to be depositedat some stage after that
period. The precise end of H1 depositionis as yet not fixed, but in the XerokamposValley
an Early Bronze Age site (Site 512) sits on the H1 surface.After the H1 phase ended, there
was a period without any deposition,when the streamscut into the valley floor and into the
Pleistocenefan surfaces.There followed a periodof no depositionwhich lasted into the Late
Holocene, when the H2 phase appeared. Again, archaeologicalevidence suggests approximately when it was laid down: at the Sanctuaryof Zeus, an earlier H2 phase buried the
surface of the Classical Greek landscape and later buried Byzantine walls. Deposition in
the latest Holocene (H3 set) is not voluminous,although the modernpracticeof bulldozing
terracesout of the soft marl slopes and cultivatingthem without building terracewalls has
already caused thin but widespread colluviationdownslope. Modern streams in the valley
are deeply incised.
British Naval IntelligenceDivision, Handbookto GreeceIII, London 1945.
The Quaternarystratigraphyof the XerokamposValley fits the modelfor the Nemea Valley, with minor
modificationsas noted in Table 1.
25 L. H. Gile, F. F. Peterson, and R. B. Grossman, "Morphologicaland Genetic Sequence of Carbonate
Accumulationin Desert Soils,"Soil Science 101, 1966, pp. 347-360.
23

24
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TABLEl1:

Byz. =Byzantine;

Age

HOL(XTNE

PLEISTOCENE

UnitName

QuaternaryStratigraphyof the Nemea Valley and Environs

C = Classical;EBA = Early Bronze Age; EN = Early Neolithic; P = Palaeo

Soil Descriptions

DepositType
Color

Clay

CaCO3

H3 set'

streamdeposits,2
colluvium

?910YR5/3

none or very few,
verythin

none',bu
reacts to

H2 set

stream deposits

10YR5/4;
7.5YR5/4

veryfew, thin
common, thin

none;
filament
pore coa

Hl

streamdeposits

7.5YR4/4
to 5YR3/4

common,
mediumthick

nodules
(1mm) o

P1set

alluvialfan
deposits

2.5YR3/4

continuous,
mediumthick

nodules
(10 cm) o

The stratigraphyof the XerokamposValley is identicalto that of the Nemea Valley except for Units HI and
Hla. Entries for these two units are as follows:
HOLOCENE

Hia

stream deposits

5YR4/4

continuous,
thin

none

H1

stream deposits
alluvialfan deposits

5YR4/3

continuous,
mediumthick

none or
dissemin

1 A "set"comprisestwo or more deposits of close but not equal age, each with its own soil. Where possible, these have been dist
fully mappedas separate units;therefore,they are treated as a single entryin the stratigraphictable.
2 Streamdeposits includechannel,overbankand backswampdeposits.
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Sluggish drainage created seasonal or perhaps year-round swampy conditions sometime in the Early or Middle Holocene. Five auger cores in two east-west, cross-valley
transectsall show the same pattern.An upper 75-150 cm. of well-drained,brown silt loam
(with H2 soil development)grades downwardinto 175-500 cm. of predominantlysilty clay
or clay. H2 soil developmenton the brown silt loam indicates that it has been exposed to
weatheringfor some time and, togetherwith the absenceof mottlingin the deposit,suggests
that the (stream) floodingwhich depositedthe loam was not sustainedfor any long period.
In contrast,the very fine texture, gley coloring,and poor or nonexistentsoil developmenton
the underlying silty clay/clay in three of the five cores points to seasonal or longer term
swamp conditions.In the other two cores, a buried H1 soil at the stratigraphiclevel of the
silty clay/clay shows that in post-Neolithic times some parts of that horizon had been
exposed to surface weathering. Thus, while there has been a long-term evolution towards
the better-drainedconditions seen today, the distribution of micro-environmentson the
valley floor has shifted over time in a complex pattern.The role of man in these changes,in
both recent and prehistorictimes, remainsto be determined.
HISTORICAL

ECOLOGY AND PALYNOLOGY

During the 1985 field season, an investigation of aspects of the modern and ancient
vegetationof the Nemea region was undertaken.26There were two main goals: 1) to locate
and core several sites likely to produce ancient pollen; 2) to study the modern vegetation
with a view to understandingthe historical ecology of the wider region within which the
NVAP study area lies. Almost fifty locations were visited in the Nemea, Phliasian and
Kleonai valleys, together with their surroundingmountain slopes, as well as places farther
afield in the north-centralArgolid and in the Arkadian-Lakonian-Argoliccorner.
Nemea lies close to the dividingline betweenthe wetter, western and drier,easternsides
of Greece, a divisioncorrespondingroughly to areas with more or less than 600 mm. annual
rainfall.27As in other parts of Greece, the regime of vegetationin the valley appears to be
determinedmainly by moisture (i.e., not only by rainfall but also by the water-retaining
propertiesof soils and rocks).The mosaicof maquis, garigue, and steppevegetationon hard
limestone (e.g. Mt. Daouli) is replaced by lusher, more nearly continuous maquis on soft
limestone and marl, but massive, unfissured rocks (e.g. the conglomerateof Mt. Polyphengi) have only garigue and steppe, with little maquis. The hills around Nemea are well
vegetatedwith dense but patchy maquis of Quercuscoccifera(pricklyoak) and other trees in
the form of shrubs. Among indicatorsof relativelyhigh rainfall, Arbutusunedo (strawberry
tree) is locally abundant,but Arbutusandrachne(andrachne)is somewhatrare, and Quercus ilex (holm oak) is to be found no nearer than the eastern Argolid. The vegetation
26 By Dr. Oliver Rackham (University of Cambridge), Dr. Margaret Atherden (College of Ripon and
York), Dr. Jennifer Moody (University of Minnesota), and Elliott Lax. The present account, a select summary drawn from a report submittedby this team, is the work of Atherden,Moody, and Rackham.
27 Nemea is also close to another frontier, namely the southwesterlylimit of the Pinus halepensis (Aleppo
pine) woods of the Isthmus and northern Peloponnesos. Here, as in Boiotia, their distribution is poorly
understood,not being obviouslylinked either to rainfall or particularsoil types.
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changes abruptly as one moves southeastwardfrom Nemea: Mycenae, only 10 km. distant
over the hills, is much more arid. The sibljak (deciduousmaquis) of Lakonia, and the lowland deciduous woods of Lakonia and western Crete, are poorly representedhere. There
are no mountain pines, and the nearest montane vegetation is to be found in the firwoods
and the remains of deciduouswoods on Mts. Pharmakasand Oligyros and in the basin of
Lake Stymphalos,some 25 km. to the west.
Well over half the Nemea region is now under cultivation,which, most unusually for
Greece (see pp. 594-603 below), is more extensive now than a century ago. Very little remains of the fens in the plains, and even Lake Stymphaloshas been much reducedby drainage. The modernwild vegetationis limited partly by the availabilityof moistureand partly
by browsing of ovi-capridsand burning.28Woodland is now increasing,at least in the upland regions, through the growth into trees of Quercuscocciferaand other maquis shrubs.
This is in part a result of the decline in sheepherding,which has reducedbrowsingthat has
in the past maintainedthe wood as shrubs. The decline in the sheep and goat population,
however, is not yet great, and woodland is increasing no more rapidly than in Boiotia and
much less quicklythan in Lakonia.29In generalthe cliffs aroundNemea are not remarkable
botanically (as they are in Lakonia and Crete) as refugia of trees sensitive to browsing.
There is also a southwestwardadvanceof Pinus halepensis (Aleppo pine) and, on a small
scale, a downwardadvanceof the mountain firs.
Although the history of vegetation must await analysis of our pollen samples and the
detailed study of historicalsources,it is apparentthat the structureof the presentlandscape
is very dependenton human activities.Except for the spreadof cultivation,it appears not to
have changed much in the last 2000 years. To judge from the little that contemporary
authors tell us, the landscapeof the northeastPeloponnesosin Classical times was already
much closer to the present balance of land uses than to the original wildwood. Woodland
was already rare;sacredgroveswere often not the natural woods but plantationsof cypress
(the traces of one of which have been excavated in the Sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea).30
Another survivingdetail of the Classical landscapeis the wild celery, which plays a part in
28 Burning is on the increase, largely because the maquis becomesmore combustibleas it gets taller; it has
been possible to study the effects of several fires that have occurredin the study region since 1983. Maquis
appearsto be more combustibleand to recovermore easily from a fire than garigue;all the evergreentrees and
shrubs sprout from the base. Pinus halepensis is killed by fire, but fire stimulates germinationof its seeds,
and it seems that a pinewood could still be maintained even if it burned every 15 years. See 0. Rackham,
"Observationson the Historical Ecology of Boeotia,"BSA 78, 1983, pp. 291-351, esp. pp. 325-326.
29 Boeotia:Rackham,op. cit.; Lakonia:field studies by Rackhamin 1984 (final report in preparation).
30 Pausanias, 2.15.2; S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1976," Hesperia 46, 1977 (pp. 1-26), p. 11;
idem, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1977," Hesperia 47, 1978 (pp. 58-88), p. 65 and pl. 11 (the evidence for a
sacredgrove in the sanctuaryis being published by ProfessorDarice Birge for the University of Californiaat
Berkeley project in the Sanctuary of Zeus). The team visited places where Pausanias mentions trees and
woods. Among them is Skotitas(sacredto Zeus Skotitas),between Agios Petros and Arachovain the northern
Parnon; it represents the oldest named wood lot known in Europe. It is a coppice wood chiefly of Quercus
frainetto (deciduousoak), which appearsto be the special oak of ancientwoods in the Peloponnesos,and it has
a rich flora full of relict species from a more northerlyclimate.
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TABLE

2: RadiocarbonDates from the Kleonai Core

Sample No.

Radiocarbon Age B.P.

Calibrated Ages B.C. (Maximum

Minimum)

AA-2739
AA-2740
AA-2741
AA-2742
AA-2743
AA-2744
AA-2745

3345.0?70.0
3820.0?50.0
4770.0?70.0
6150.0?70.0
7495.0?60.0
7475.0?60.0
9030.0? 100.0

1735 (1685 1673 1657 1655 1638) 1530
2429 (2292 2246 2235) 2146
3643 (3619 3576 3531) 3383
5227 (5200 5170 5139 5102 5082) 4949
6431 (6387 6311 6311 6307 6275 6267) 6187
6423 (6379 6319 6248) 6183
Not Available

Nemean mythology and which was used to crown the victors in the Nemean games. The
species, still growing by the local springs, is Apium nodifiorum, not certainlyrecordedelsewhere in Greece.
Erosion is a spectacularfeature of the northeasternPeloponnesianlandscape,although
it is confinedto marls and schists. It dates, at least in part, from after the Roman period,but
the process is now dormantalmost everywhere,unless reawakenedby modernagriculture.
Our observationssuggest strongly that the lack of plant cover has not been responsiblefor
erosion;tectonicmovementis the most probablecause.
The study of palaeo-vegetationhas been approachedby means of prospectionfor sites
likely to produce ancient pollen. After much searching,three sites were selectedfor vibrocoring: 1) in the Nemea Valley itself, about 1 km. north of the Sanctuaryof Zeus; 2) southeast of the village of Kephalari, at the foot of Mt. Kyllini; and 3) in the Kleonai Valley,
between Kondostavlosand Chania. All three cores were sampled at 5-cm. intervals for
pollen, shell, and soil, but so little pollen was preserved in the cores from the first two
locationsthat their analysis was abandonedas unproductive.The Kleonai core, however,is
329 cm. long and preservesat least 19 stratigraphicunits, definedon the basis of color and
soil texture, some of which contain significantorganicmatter,includingsatisfactoryquantities of palaeo-pollen and micro-mollusca.31It is already clear that the vegetationalstory of
the region accordsgenerally with that seen at other sites in southern Greece, although radiocarbondates (Table 2) suggest an earlier appearanceof some indicatorsof human presence than previously thought.32For example, the presence at a depth of 172 cm. of pollen
of Castanea (sweet chestnut), a tree thought to have been introducedby man from ca.
3500-3200 B.P. onwards, is here dated to ca. 8380-8136 B.P. (at one standarddeviation).33
31 The mollusca have been analyzed by Dr. Hartwig Schutt. All species from the core are known from
present-dayfreshwatercontextsin Greece,and no evidencehas been recognizedthat suggestsany alterationin
the climate (personalcommunication,27 March 1989).
32 H. E. Wright, Jr., "VegetationHistory,"in McDonald and Rapp (footnote 10 above), pp. 188-199.
33 ContraW. Van Zeist and S. Bottema,"VegetationalHistory of the Eastern Mediterraneanand the Near
East during the Last 20,000 Years,"in Palaeoclimates,Palaeoenvironments,and Human Communitiesin the
Eastern Mediterranean Region in Later Prehistory (BAR International Series 133), J. L. Bintliff and
W. Van Zeist, edd., Oxford 1982, pp. 277-321, esp. p. 287.
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES
The project has supported a detailed anthropologicalstudy of the valley's contemporary
condition,a study which has explored not only those aspects of past technologystill practiced in the presentbut also those featuresof modernlife which have few antecedents.34As a
way of fulfilling the project'sgeneral goals the anthropologicalcomponent has aimed at
producinga systemic,regional understandingof contemporarysettlementand land use.
METHODS

AND APPROACHES

FOR UNDERSTANDING

THE MODERN

PERIOD

This researchstrategy,which comparesthe full round of modernlife to various periods
of the past, sees more in the present than simply the occasional remains of practices also
found in antiquity. A sizable body of researchon modern Greece now exists,35yet the full
power of this corpus has seldom been used in the study of the Greek past. Indeed, anthropologicalwork often has been used to identify-technologicalpracticesthat are believednot to
have changed from antiquity to the present. In this process,other aspects of contemporary
life are discardedas not comparableto the past. Such endeavors,however well intentioned,
'both underutilize the ethnoarchaeologicalinformation available and reflect a misunderstanding of the historical context of contemporaryGreek life. They reflect an implicit assumptionthat currentGreek villages are carriersof an unbrokenagriculturaltraditiononly
recentlytransformedby the processesof industrialization,urbanization,and tourism. This
assumption is only heightened by the tendency of most village studies to emphasize the
deleteriouseffects of recent out-migration,thus giving the misleadingimpressionthat these
settlementshave long been stable.
This sense of untouched and timeless rural Greek life exists, however, in the face of
considerableevidenceto the contrary.There is every indicationthat Mediaeval and modern
Greek villages were shaped by the same forces of change as ancient ones. The rural Greek
34 This sectionof the reportis the work of Susan B. Sutton. In this study I have been helped by six excellent
researchassistants. William Alexander threw himself into all aspects of this researchwith skill, good humor,
and a remarkableability to conversewith villagers about their lives; Anastasia Karakasidouundertookthe
delicatetask of eliciting local political opinions;Mary Stender,Janine Beckley,MarytheresaFagan, and Will
O'Daix diligently turned our scraps and pieces of notes into usable computer files. Archaeologicalsurvey
teams also painstakinglyrecordedtract-by-tractdata on modernland use.
Several families, including those of Theodosios and Vasiliki Zavitsas, Katina Papadopoulos,Panayiotis
and Panagoula Schoinochoritis,Ritsa Pitterou, Photis Chiotis,_and Vasilis Zaimis, were constant sources of
advice and information. Officials of near-by villages, the National Statistical Service, and the Corinthian
AgriculturalMinistry were similarly forthcomingwith public records.
35 Anthropologicaland sociological studies of modern Greece might best be sampled by beginning with
classic works such as J. Campbell, Honour, Family and Patronage, Oxford 1964; E. Friedl, Vasilika,New
York 1962; I. Lambiri, Social Changein a GreekCountryTown, Athens 1965; and I. T. Sanders,Rainbow in
the Rock, Cambridge 1962 and then moving on to more recent studies such as M. Herzfeld, The Poetics of
Manhood, Princeton 1985; Regional Variation in Modern Greece and Cyprus (Annals of the New York
Academyof Sciences 268), M. Dimen and E. Friedl, edd., New York 1976; and Genderand Power in Rural
Greece,J. Dubisch, ed., Princeton1986. ImportantgeographicalstudiesareJ. Baxevanis,Economyand PopulationMovementsin the Peloponnesosof Greece(National Centreof Social Research),Athens 1972; B. Kayser,
P.-Y. Pechoux, and M. Sivignon, Exode rural et attractionurbaine en Grece, Athens 1971; Kolodny;and
Athens 1975, have placed the
Wagstaff. Mouzelis and K. Vergopoulos,T'o &YPOTlKO C?T?ILAao&Lv'EAXX68aL
study of the Greek political economyon an equal footingwith these other concerns.
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population has quite literally been in motion for centuries.36The well-known Slavic and
Albanian migrations of the Middle Ages provide but one example. The disproportionate
growth of mountain villages in the 17th century, followed by the reappearanceand development of lowland ones in the 19th, providesyet another. Indeed, even the most seemingly
isolated villages today have long been affectedby the marketizationof the Greek economy
and the transformationfrom an imperial system to a nation-statethat occurredon the heels
of the Greek Revolution.To assert that contemporaryvillages are only just now becoming
aware of, or involved in, the forces of change is to follow a very selective application of
historicalprinciples.
If Greek villages have indeed been in a state of flux for many centuries,what is one to
make then of the points of similarity which sometimes seem to exist between these settlements and those of antiquity? The simple answer would be to say that some aspects of life
have survived intact throughout time while others have changed. This may sometimesbe
true, but a more complex, and probablymore accurate,answer allows for traits to appear,
disappear,and then reappear,dependingon the circumstancesin which a particularregion
finds itself at various points in history. The periodicityof settlement, a unifying theme of
NVAP, is consistent with such assumptions. Times of population concentrationin the
Nemea Valley may be discoveredto have something in commonwith each other such that
even when they occur at widely separateddates no direct continuity need be documented.
Conversely,a particularagriculturalpracticemay have continuedthroughouttimes of both
population growth and decline but has taken on a very differentmeaning in each of these
contexts.
The ethnoarchaeologicalstudy of the Greek present must, therefore, be more than a
search for artifactual relics and residual cultural practices.37A complete study of the contemporarysituation can reveal both the interpretivecontextof isolated traits and the causal
factors behind current settlement and economic strategies. Such insights, in turn, indicate
which periodsof the past most resemblethe present and are thus most suitable for drawing
parallels. When such complete analyses are undertakenfor all periods within a particular
region, enough factorsmay be held constantto reveal the forcesbehind both recurrentand
unique patternsof settlementand economyin that region.
Our attemptto gain a systemicunderstandingof modernsettlementhas been guidedby
particularattentionto the transformationfromthe imperial,largely feudal systemof the Ottoman Empireto a centralizednation-stategreatlyinvolvedin international,capitalizednetworks.38Understandinghow the Nemea Valley fared in this process has required several
36 For a more detailed discussion of such historical migration patterns, see H. Antoniades-Bibicou,"Villages desertesen Grece:un bilan provisoire,"in Villagesde'serteset histoireeconomique,XIe-XVIIIe siecles
(Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes), Paris 1965, pp. 343-417; Kolodny; McGrew; V. Panayiotopoulos,
HrX70v-,u S KaLoIKLoMos Ts HEXo'owv?aov, 13os-18os, aL4vas-,Athens 1985; S. B. Sutton, "What Is a
'Village' in a Nation of Migrants?"Journal of Modern GreekStudies 6,1988, pp. 187-215; Wagstaff.
37 One might, therefore, take issue with the position recently espoused by Jacobsen ([footnote 8 above]
pp. 92-93).
38 While some may feel that not all modern Greek villages have participated in this process, Mouzelis
(passim) has convincinglyarguedthat Greece'ssubordinateposition in internationalnetworkshas produceda
disarticulatedeconomy in which labor-intensive,familial economic strategies exist alongside industrialized
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lines of inquiry. Some of this work has involvedthe identificationof changing agricultural
and housing patterns by dating existing structuresand settlements,compiling agricultural productionstatisticsfrom officialrecords,collectingdata on currentagriculturalland use
from the tract recordsof the archaeologicalsurvey, comparinga series of aerial and hilltop
photographs of the valley taken over the last 60 years, and undertaking discussions and
historical research concerning land tenure, village formation, and changing agricultural
strategies.This informationhas been placed even more firmly in its human contextthrough
intensive interviews with a representativesample of valley residents, together with a detailed genealogical analysis of local population records. Observationsand discussions of
relationshipswith other settlementshave also been made.The preliminaryresultsof this research have identified the Nemea Valley as an area of demographicgrowth during the
modern period, and indeed one that illustrates well the processesof village formationand
the developmentof an agriculturalsystem orientedtoward export.
MODERN SETTLEMENT GROWTH IN THE NEMEA VALLEY

The last two centuriesof Ottoman rule in Greece witnessed a gradual depopulationof
lowland areas in favor of mountainousones.39The feudal systems of the Ottoman Empire
increasingly came to supply raw materials and foodstuffs to the economicallyexpansive
nations of western Europe.40As this happened, Turkish landowners extractedlarger and
larger payments from the Greek peasants working on their estates. Many peasants subsequently fled the plains, where Turkish rule was more firmly established,and sought refuge
in the mountains. While exact dating of such movement for the Nemea area must await
further analysis, it is already clear that the area did lose population sometimeprior to the
modern period. Survey data (Fig. 11) suggest the Nemea Valley was well populated and
farmedin Byzantinetimes, but both travelers'accountsand oral historyindicatethat it was
very sparsely inhabitedjust prior to the Greek Revolution. A few Stymphalianand Arkadian shepherdswintered their flocksthere, and a small village of some twenty families was
perchedon Prophitis Ilias, the western hill boundingthe valley.41This village, then known
ones. Both types are neverthelesspart of the same system, and the productsand migrant labor producedby
villages with low levels of mechanizationfind their way into the marketsand workplacesof Athens. To view
these less mechanizedvillages as unconnectedto the rest of the modern Greek economy is to misunderstand
how that economyworks. Thus to extract the occasionaluse of older agriculturaltechniquesfrom this context
and treat them as indicatingonly a locally orientedeconomyis dubious at best.
39 McGrew; Panayiotopoulos(footnote36 above).
40 See V. Kremmydas,To q.L7TOpLO
T?)S.HI-oErovVtor-ov 0TO 18o aL^va (1715-1792), Athens 1972; Mouzelis, pp. 5-8.
41 Descriptions of the Nemea Valley at this time may be found in E. D. Clarke, Travelsin VariousCountries of Europe, Asia and Africa,London 1814, p. 714 and F. C. H. L. Pouqueville, Voyagede la Grece,Paris
1826, V, p. 182. The latter quotes population figures from the Turkish cadastre in use in the early 19th
century.Accordingto oral historythere was also a secondsmall village, Groutsi, locatedon the easternflank of
Prophitis Ilias, toward the extreme northernend of the valley. Since this region lies outside the study area, it
was not included in this analysis. Its history is somewhat parallel to that of Koutsoumadi,since no village is
located there today, and most of its former inhabitants are said to have moved either to the villages in the
Phliasian Plain or to Chalki.
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as Koutsoumadibut today abandonedand referredto as Palaiochori(directlyabove Koutsoumadi in Figure 2),42 pursued a mixed economy of grain farming, wine making, and
sheepherding.Only the remainsof the temple of Zeus, scatteredshepherds'shelters,and the
village's wine-making structures were on the valley floor, which was often flooded and
marshyin the spring and summer.
While researchbegan with the assumptionthat the modernNemea Valley was always
part of a settlementsystem oriented toward the Corinth-Argos road, such ideas were soon
overturned.Mounting evidencehas shown that the old village of Koutsoumadilooked not
eastwardbut westward toward the town of Agios Georgios(now Nea Nemea) in the Phliasian Plain. Agios Georgios,a settlementof 600 inhabitantsin 1800, was closely alignedwith
the near-by monastery of the Panagia tou Vrachou Nemeas (on Mt. Polyphengi: Fig. 2;
Fig. 4, site 900), both of which had strongseasonalrelationshipswith the shepherdcommunities of the mountainseven furtherwest. Together, they servedas an agricultural,marketing, and political center for a settlementsystem borderedby Lake Stymphalosand Pheneos
on the west and the old village of Koutsoumadion the east (Fig. 1). This settlementsystem
was connected,in turn, to the much larger markettown of Argos, not by the Tretos Pass but
ratherby a road exiting the southwesterncornerof the Phliasian Plain (the Kelossa Pass of
Classical antiquity).
Older residents of the Nemea Valley still recall that late into the 19th century their
families transportedwine and other produceto Argos via this road, often using the services
of merchants from Agios Georgios. They also confirm that the place of origin of the
shepherdswho used the valley for winter pasturage was the mountains near Lake Stymphalos and beyond.
The Nemea Valley thus began the modernperiod as a thinly inhabitedside pocketof a
regional system centering around the Phliasian Plain and extending westward into the
mountains.Agriculturalproductionfor sale was at fairly low levels throughoutthis system,
the valley was little farmed, much of the land was given over to pasturage, and its only
village was located as close to the Phliasian Plain as possible. The scant Turkish remains
found in the Nemea Valley indicate that it may also have served as a buffer zone between
the stronglycontrolledTurkish farming estates found closerto Corinth and the more independentupland areas to the west.
The forces set in motion by the Greek Revolution soon transformedsuch settlement
patterns.With the expulsion of the Ottomans,small family farms came to predominateover
feudal forms of land tenure in Greece,43while local political systemsbegan to look toward
the centralized national government in Athens.44Additionally, the direct involvementof
42 The change of place names in this region can be confusing. The old village of Koutsoumadi,now abandoned, is called Palaiochori.The new village of Linoi eventually took on the name Koutsoumadi.It and the
new village of Heraklion form the koinotesnow officiallycalled Archaia Nemea but hardly ever referredto as
that by the local residents.Agios Georgiosis now officiallyNea Nemea, and referredto by everyone,including
residentsof Archaia Nemea, simply as Nemea.
43 Mouzelis, pp. 11-16; McGrew.
44 J. A. Petropoulos,Politics and Statecraftin the Kingdom of Greece, 1833-1843, Princeton 1968.
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45 McGrew (passim) describesthe migrations;Vergopoulos([footnote35 above]pp. 101-162) discussesthe
increasinginvolvementof the countrysidein commercializedagriculture.
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TABLE

3: DemographicGrowth of Nemea Valley and Phliasian Plain during the Modern Period
Date

Nemea Valley

1800
1851
1870
1920
1981

100
140
216
618
748

Town of Agios Georgios (New Nemea)
600
960
1517
2620
4182

The figures for 1800 are drawn from Pouqueville (footnote 41 above), p. 182. Those for 1851 come from
K. Kousolos,<<?LOLK-rTLKq adLp6poL T7 KOptvia7 aro ro ETOs 1833 9 ro 1964?, 'ApXEovKopLv6LaK&v
MEXE&r'v1, 1971 (pp. 405-427), p. 421. The rest are from official results of Greek national censuses, available at the National StatisticalServicein Athens.

departureof the Turks. Rural Greeks began leaving the mountainsand once again settling
the plains and coaststo take advantageof the new opportunitieswhich were appearing.
Both the Nemea Valley and Phliasian Plain benefitedfrom these events. All evidence
shows the expansion of population, settlement,and agriculturalvitality for-these areas virtually up to the present. The availability of open and unclaimed land situated relatively
close to the increasinglyimportantcentersof Argos and Corinth providedopportunitiesnot
matchedin many other areas of the Peloponnesos.As shown in Table 3, the population of
both the Nemea Valley and the town of Agios Georgios has increased.These growth rates
far exceed those of national rates of natural increaseand reflectthe in-migrationof peasants
from other areas. The first waves of these migrantsappearedshortly after the Greek Revolution. Family histories,the demotologio(municipalcensus), and the local list of men maintained for the military draft indicate that most newcomersto the Nemea Valley were from
the mountains near Lake Stymphalos and further south into Arkadia, while a few others
were attractedfrom parts of Central Greece. At least some, if not most, of the former already had some connectionto the area, either through kinship or previoususe of the area as
winter pasturage. Some of the migrants attachedthemselvesto the existing village of Koutsoumadi,which dominatedthe farm lands of the valley, while otherscreateda series of isolated familial compoundsscatteredat the valley'sperimeterand beyond.
The Koutsoumadiotefamilies expanded their agricultural operations by staking out
fields and vineyardsin the valley bottom.The valley was part of the National Lands which
becameavailablefor purchaseat very low rates from the Greek governmentduringthe 19th
century. Koutsoumadiotestrekked up and down the hillside to these newly opened lands,
turning many into vineyards for either currantsor wine grapes.46The fact that the soil of
both the Nemea Valley and the Phliasian Plain was consideredparticularly suitable for
vineyardswas especially important as currantsbecame the principal Greek export crop of
the 19th century. Peloponnesian currant cultivationhad slowly increasedduring the 18th
46
All grapes and currantsare variationsof one single species, vitis vinifera.Currant grapes, known in the
Peloponnesosas mavri (black) or korinthiakistaphida (Corinthianraisin grape) differ from most other variations primarilyby their small size and dark color;they are dried before processingor consumption.
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century,as these small, dark, dried grapes found their way into the increasinglysweet diets
of northernEurope and North America.47Productionlevels grew at an even faster pace in
the 19th century as the English taste for dried currantsreachedits peak, and French vintners began using a re-liquefied dried currant base for their wines after French vineyards
suffered a devastating blight in 1877. This general expansion of Koutsoumadiotevineyards also involved some production of must from both currants and other grapes, sold
locally and also exportedas a basis for wine and other alcoholicbeverages.
So successful was this entrance into market-orientedagriculturethat when an earthquake leveled Koutsoumadiin 1876,48its inhabitants, rather than reconstructingthe old
village, moved to the new lands they had opened up either in the Phliasian Plain or the
Nemea Valley. In this process,the stone foundationsof the ruined mud-brickhouses were
carrieddown the hill, which at least partially accountsfor the very scantyremainsthat now
mark where old Koutsoumadionce stood.Two loose clustersof houses thus appearedon the
Nemea Valley floor, onejust at the base of Prophitis Ilias and called Linoi (later changedto
the name of the old village, Koutsoumadi;Fig. 2), and the otherat the small hill of Tzoungiza
and called Heraklion. Histories concerningfamilial land holdingsindicatethat each of these
two settlementswas formedprimarilyby families who owned land in that particulararea.
The scatteredfamilial compoundswhich had simultaneouslybeen arising in near-by
areas outside the valley were not so directlyinvolvedin viticultureas Linoi and Heraklion.
Interviews with descendantsof these families indicate that some compoundswere former
winter shelters of shepherdfamilies which were gradually convertedinto more permanent
residencesas these families became more attachedto the area. A milling operation formed
the nucleus of anotherhamlet at Chani Anesti in the Tretos Pass, and the new compoundof
a sheepherdingfamily which moved to the area on a year-roundbasis from central Greece
becameknown as Papoutseika.
By the end of the 19th centurythis proliferationof settlementsbegan coalescingtoward
the two major clusters of houses in the Nemea Valley. Elderly villagers now recall the
stories of their parents and grandparentsconcerningthis period. Both Linoi and Heraklion
were developing a sense of community. There was a general belief among their residents
that much was to be gained if these settlementswere to take on the characteristicsof proper
villages. Governmentrecognitionand services,marketingopportunities,and the quality of
social life would all be enhanced.It also appears that intermarriageamong family lines led
to the families of subsequentgenerationseach holding land in various locationsaroundthe
valley, which reinforcedthe utility of a settlement centrally located in the midst of these
fields. Thus, churcheswere establishedin each village, some families donatedland for communal squares (plateies) and other facilities, and small groceries (pantopoleia) appeared.
47 S. Mintz, Sweetness and Power, New York 1985. The British Diplomatic and Consular Reports on
Trade and Finances (District of Patras) from the Peloponnesos,which present a yearly accountingof the ups
and downs of the 19th-centurycurranttrade from 1871 to 1914 (Foreign Office,London 1871-1914), indicate
that few currantswere grown under the Ottomansuntil the 17th century,when productionof dried currants
for English marketsslowly increased.
48A. G. Galanopoulos, ?ICLO-MLK, rhoypa4La rqs 'EAAa,os>>,
reAoyLKoS XpoVLKos r&v 'EAAjVLK(V
Xwpclv 6, 1955 (pp. 83-121), p. 93.
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As this processcontinued,the two villages becamethe focus of most new in-migrationto the
area, and many surroundinghamlets were abandonedwhen their inhabitants decided to
move to the new centers. Buildings becamemore densely packedwithin the two settlements
as new houses for marriedchildren were built in the open spaces surroundingthe original
houses. Conversely,the buildings of the formeroutlying compoundswere either converted
from houses to sheepfoldsor left to ruin.
A change in transportationnetworks also worked to the benefit of the Nemea Valley.
While in the 18th century the roadways of greatest importanceto the Nemea Valley had
been to the Phliasian Plain and from there down to Argos or up to the mountains, other
routes supplantedthese in the 19th century.The road along the Tretos Pass between Argos
and Corinth became the major land route for communicationsbetween much of the Peloponnesos and the growing center of Athens. People from the Phliasian Plain and further
west thus began traversingthe Nemea Valley as the most direct link to this new thoroughfare. Traffic through the valley increased even more when the Athens-Argos-Nauplion
railroad was completed in 1890. This valley, which had once been a side pocket of the
Phliasian Plain, thus became an artery in that area's communicationwith the outside.
Heraklion, situated more firmly on the connecting road than Linoi, outpaced the other
village in population growth. Its original plateia, somewhat north of the main road, was
eventually abandonedas the village assumed an increasinglylinear pattern along the main
road through the valley.
Because the Corinthia in general and the Nemea area in particularproducedcurrants
of the highest quality, these areas were able to withstandthe economiccrisis which hit many
Peloponnesianfarmersat the end of the 19th century.When French vineyardswere regenerated around 1890, and that nation placed a virtual ban on the importationof the very
Greek currantswhich they had once so eagerly welcomed,many currantgrowers throughout the Peloponnesos found themselves impoverished almost overnight. Major waves of
rural Greek migration both to Athens and the United States resulted. The Nemea area,
however, was able to commandwhat remainedof the currantmarketand continuesas one
of the largest producersof dried currantsin Greece to this day. The declining demand for
dried currants,however, was also met with some diversificationof the market crops grown
in the valley. There has since been a steadyincreasein the numberof vineyardsconvertedto
other types of wine grapes, especially after a Phylloxera blight destroyed many of the
valley's currantsin the 1950's. Nemean wine (from both the Nemea Valley and Phliasian
Plain) is widely marketedthroughoutGreece. More recently,extensiveolive orchardshave
been planted, sometimes replacing vineyards, as a more reliable and less labor-intensive
cash crop than vines. Almost all the valley and its slopes have thus been progressively
opened up for cultivation,a situation which appears clearly in a comparisonof aerial photographsfor differentdates during the 20th century.At the same time, subsistencecropsfor
local use, such as grains, have virtually disappeared.The area has become fully integrated
into an external, marketeconomy,a processintensifiedby seasonal employmentcreatedby
the foreign archaeologicalwork done in the area in recentyears.
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DISCUSSION

Far from being untouchedrepositoriesof ancient custom, the contemporaryvillages of
the Nemea Valley thus owe their very existenceto the new systemsset in motionby the creation of the modernGreek state. As notedearlier,however,this fact does not removethese villages from comparisonwith the valley's earlier development.Indeed, it identifies exactly
what about the present is most relevant for understandingthe past, and vice versa. The
modernperiod has been a time of settlementfoundation,populationgrowth, and increased
cultivation for the Nemea Valley. The valley has experiencedsimilar patterns of growth,
followed by decline, only to be followed by growth once again throughout its history (see
pp. 616-617, 638 below). Both the past and the presentcan informeach otheron this matter.
Certainly this study of the present reveals much concerningthe creationof settlements
in the area. How is it that a phase with very few settlementscouldbe followedvery suddenly
by one with many settlements,a phenomenonnot limited to moderntimes? This is actually
exactly what has been observedfor the modern period, when the single settlement of old
Koutsoumadi was followed in short order by the installation of many vineyards and the
constructionof familial compounds.At least for modern times, such a proliferationof settlement has indicateda time of familial mobility and the opening up of new opportunities.
The eventual coalescenceof these many small settlementsinto fewer but larger villages
is also illuminating. The functionsof centralizedvillages that the villagers themselvesperceive and the role of intermarriageand land inheritancein reinforcingthis perceptionmay
well find parallels in ancient periods. The growth of the valley's main settlementat a geographicallocationwhich has been its centerat severalother times indicatessomethingabout
that specificlocation. Modern Heraklion encompassesand surroundsTsoungiza, a position
which rises abovethe sometimesswampy areas, yet is centrallylocatedwhen the valley floor
is under cultivation, and is found on both the main east-west and north-south communication routes of the valley.
In modern times the Phliasian Plain emerges as an almost constant demographicand
economic center, while settlement in the Nemea Valley has been more ephemeral. The
Phliasian Plain is equally fertile and well watered but is also much larger and slightly
higher than Nemea, a condition which makes it suitable for a wider variety of crops, as
shown today by the productionfigures for both areas. Not only is it a natural agricultural
center but it is also a major point of connectionbetween mountainousareas and the similarly long-lived center of Argos. The Nemea Valley, on the other hand, lacks such characteristics. Its fortunes are clearly a reflectionof the larger system around it and can best be
understoodin this context. In this light, a comprehensivestudy of the modernNemea Valley
advancesthe general understandingof Greek historyby demonstratinghow marginal areas
developin responseto these other centersand what they contributeto the growth or decline
of the better-knownsettlements.
The general idea that Greek agriculturalistshave been on the move as much as they
have been settled now seems beyond doubt. The study of the modern period underscores
what this means for the standardterms used to describesettlement.Villages, houses, family
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lines, in short the most fundamental institutions of Greek rural life, are shown to have a
flexibility which defies rigid definition. Over time, a building can change from a seasonal
shelter to a permanentone to a stable and in the end be completelyabandoned.49Familial
composition,geographicalaffiliation,and land holdings are similarly not so fixed as idealized statementsconcerningpatrida (fatherland)and oikogeneia(family) sometimesindicate.
The lesson to be learned, of course, is to modify these terms to account for the elements of
time, change, and adaptivemodifications,especially for a population as mobile as has been
that of rural Greece.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES
THE ARCHAEOLOGICALSURVEY

Goals and Scope

Specific problems addressed by the archaeologicalsurvey, in addition to the general
goals cited at the outset (p. 584 above), fall into three distinctcategories:1) establishingthe
distribution of artifacts of particular dates within the survey area; 2) evaluating how far
such distributionsadequatelyrepresentpast patternsof settlementand other human activities; 3) providing some explanation for long-term changes in the human behavior which
such patternsreflect.These issues clearlyrequire carefulconsiderationof geomorphological
processes which in some cases may have been responsible for the dispersion and redeposition of artifacts.The survey takes as its most basic unit of analysis not the site but rather
the individual artifact: we are interested in accounting for the existence of all traces of
human-activityon the landscape and not merely major concentrationsof artifactsor those
which still remain in their original place of deposition.50
Given the emphasis of earlier work in the Nemea region on its central places, or on
other sites of special architecturalinterest (such as towers or the segmentof a Roman aqueduct on the slopes of Mt. Strongylo,below Polyphengi;Fig. 2),51 our chief focus has been on
the nature and distributionof less prominentremains of all periods,but other more specific
49 This is a cycle of use carefully documentedby T. M. Whitelaw in "The Ethnoarchaeologyof Recent
Rural Settlementand Land Use in Northwest Keos,"chapter21 in Cherry et al., ArchaeologicalLandscape.
50 This section of the report is the work of John F. Cherry, Jack L. Davis, and Eleni Mantzourani. Our
methodof survey is in many ways similar to that of so-called "non-site"surveys:cf. D. H. Thomas, "Non-site
Sampling in Archaeology:Up the Creek without a Site?"in Sampling in Archaeology,J. W. Mueller, ed.,
Tucson 1975, pp. 61-81; R. Foley, "Off-siteArchaeology:An Approachfor the Short-sited,"in Pattern of the
Past: Studies in Honour of David Clarke,I. Hodder, G. L. Isaac, and N. Hammond, edd., Cambridge 1981,
pp. 157-183; R. C. Dunnell and W. S. Dancey, "The Siteless Survey: A Regional Scale Data Collection
Strategy," Advances in ArchaeologicalMethod and Theory VI, M. B. Schiffer, ed., New York 1983,
pp. 267-287; and S. J. Shennan, Experiments in the Collectionand Analysis of ArchaeologicalSurvey Data:
The East Hampshire Survey, Sheffield 1985.
51 E.g., Russell; Sakellariou and Faraklas (footnote 18 above); Faraklas; Biers, 1969; Biers, 1971; W. R.
Biers, "Excavationsat Phlius, 1970,"Hesperia 40, 1971, pp. 424-447; idem, "Excavationsat Phlius, 1972,"
Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 102-120; idem, "The Theater at Phlius: Excavationsof 1973," Hesperia 44, 1975,
pp. 51-68; Biers (footnote19 above);Miller, 1975; Miller, 1976; S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1976,"
Hesperia 46, 1977, pp. 1-26; Miller, 1977 and 1978 (footnote 30 above); S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat
Nemea, 1978,"Hesperia 48, 1979, pp. 73-103; Miller, 1980; Miller, 1982; Miller (footnote 15 above).
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questions may also be noted. For the Neolithic and Bronze Ages, basic issues are whether
there ever existed in the valley a recognizablehierarchyof sites and what role Tsoungiza
played in any such settlementsystem. Later, in Classicalantiquity,one might have expected
the area around Nemea to be organizedas a city-state, like the near-by territoriesof Kleonai, Phlius, and Sikyon;in fact, the historicalsourcesshow that it was politically weak and
that the panhellenic sanctuarywas controlledfor much of its life by external powers. The
extent to which this situation was the productof general depopulationin the Greek Dark
Age and in early historicaltimes or was forcedupon the Nemeans through the intervention
of external states is a question of considerableinterestand one to which only archaeologyat
a regional scale can contributefresh information.As regardsByzantine, Frankish, and Ottoman times, there is so little archaeologicalevidence for patterns of rural settlement and
land use in southernGreece that any new fieldworkcould be expectedto produceuseful additional knowledge.
The total area of ca. 80 sq.km. availableto the projectextends south from Mt. Phoukas
and the ridge of ancient Phlius to the Dervenakia (Tretos) Pass and Mt. Strongylo(south of
Polyphengion Figure 2; see also Figure 4 and Plate 93:a). In three years of fieldwork,ca. 50
sq.km. of this total has been examined, much of it in a contiguousblock around the site of
Tsoungiza and the Sanctuary of Zeus but also including substantial samples of the more
northerlyreachesof the upper Nemea Valley and of the valleys immediatelyto the south;of
the west slope of Mt. Prophitis Ilias, east and southeast of Phlius; and of the slopes overlooking the LongopotamosValley, southwest of ancient Kleonai. The zones examined each
season were selected to provide a good cross section of the variety of landscape types and
locationalsettings, and the cumulativeresults of each campaignhave guided the selectionof
areas (chosenon the basis of landscape,vegetation,and soil types) to be examined in subsequent years.
Methods

The essential feature of our method of survey is the examination of many individual
"tracts",which are natural or arbitraryareas of relativelyuniformvegetation,land use, and
visibility, no more than one or two hectaresin size.52These are surveyedby teams of 5 to 7
memberswalking acrossthem at ca. 15-m. intervalsin parallel transects.Each memberuses
a handheldcounterto recordquantities of pottery,tile, and other materialsfor each 100-m.
segment of his one or more "passes"acrossthe tract. Collectionsare made of all potentially
diagnosticpottery (i.e., all but plain body sherds), all chipped stone, and any other types of
materials. Tracts are describedin terms of their present-dayland use, soil type, vegetation
cover, and the extent to which the ground surface is visible at the time of survey. The end
result is a computer-generatedarchive of mosaiclike maps, which now cover some 4,800
surveyedtracts and which show the over-all density and distributionof artifactsof various
52 Individualfinds are numberedsequentially within sectors,a grid of numberedone-km. squares covering
the entire survey area, which in turn has been split into five topographicallydistinctareas;thus each tract has
a unique Area-Sector-Tractdesignation.
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kinds and dates over the entire area surveyed(e.g., Figs. 5 and 6). From these it is possible,
for instance, to evaluate the effect of relative surface-visibilityconditionson the observed
spatial patternsof artifactsof differentperiods.The collectionof informationon vegetation,
visibility, and artifact density, as well as details of the artifacts themselves, produces a
volume of data that would be unmanageablewithout the use of computersfor storage and
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processing;even the basic file recordingeach walker's artifact counts is well over 20,000
lines in length and containsinformationon 23 variables.53
Sites are surprisinglydifficultto define objectivelyin any survey. We considerthem to
be anomalouslydense concentrationsof artifactswith definablespatial limits. Once recognized using these criteria,they are investigatedfurther, generally by the collectionof additional samples of artifacts.Standardprocedureinvolvesthe collectionof all artifactsfound
within circles 5 sq.m. in area, locatedat 5- or 10-m. intervalsalong each of four orthogonal
transectslaid over the site, after which "grab"samples of potentiallydiagnosticartifactsare
collectedfrom each of the four quadrantsdefinedby the transects.In many cases, however,
it has been preferableto lay down a 10- or 20-m. grid (or even at times one of smallerframe)
to allow greater spatial controlover the collectionand plotting of material (Fig. 7). Thus, it
is possibleto gain not only a quantifiedestimateof the over-all size of the site but also a good
understandingof its extent and nature during each of the periodswhen it was in use. Work
at such places normallyincludesdocumentationby means of photographs,sketchmaps, and
53 Informationgathered daily by teams in the field was entered on an Epson Geneva PX-8 lap-computer
and later transferredto the Project'sKayproIV personalcomputerin the Nemea Museum (a portableZenith
with a 20 mb. hard disk is now used). Densities of artifactsfor each tract could thus be calculatedreadily and
mappedimmediately,so that the locationsof potential sites could be singled out for re-examinationin the field
the next day. The dating, counting,and weighing of artifactscollectedfrom tractsrapidly provideinformation
on the distributionof finds of particulardates and on the dating of material from high-density concentrations
(many of which are later treated as "sites").Eventually, informationfrom both the field and the museum is
transferredto mainframe computers,where it can be analyzed more readily and where computer-generated
maps can be produced.
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measured drawings;when feasible, further informationabout subsurfaceremains may be
gathered,for instanceby geophysicalsurvey.54
It is obvious that various natural processescan lead to the dispersionof artifactsat the
surface,affectingour perceptionof the scale and kind of activitiesconductedin the past at a
particularlocation. Geomorphologicalinvestigationof disturbancesat "sites"has thus become routine procedure on most archaeologicalsurveys. The focus of our project on the
individual artifact, however, forces us also to consider how far post-depositionalgeomorphological disturbanceshave contributedto the creationof lower-densityartifact distributions of the sort which have been found to be nearly continuousin many parts of the survey
area. Analytical proceduresare needed to distinguish between those cases which represent
54 For a more detailed illustration of the different phases of data collection in the field, see Cherry et al.,
1988.
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short-term,comparativelyephemeral human activitiesin the past, and those in which artifacts have been redepositedfrom other locationsthroughnon-culturalmeans.55An example
may be useful.
On the northeast slope of the undulating ridge leading down from Evangelistria (just
east of Heraklion) towards Chani Anesti (immediatelynorth of the Tretos Pass; Fig. 2),
Classical, Hellenistic, and Byzantinepotterywas found in moderatequantities (tract71-8).
The tractlies downhill fromsite 200 (Fig. 4) just to the north,althoughClassicaland Hellenistic remainswere not foundthere;site 201 to the southand site 203 to the northeastbothhave
Classical and Hellenistic artifactsbut are separatedfrom tract 71-8 by a ravine. The likelihood is thus that the artifactshere are in situ. On the oppositeside of the ravineto the northeast, in tract 71-2, Byzantinepotterywas noted;in this case, however,the positionof the tract
downslope from site 203 (where pottery of this date was plentiful) makes it likely that the
artifactsin this tract are not in their original place of deposition,and geomorphologicalconsiderationsadd weight to this conclusion.When this approachis extendedto the entiretyof
the study area, we anticipatethat patterns in the quantities, location, and date of artifacts,
both in situ and in post-depositionalcontexts,may contributeto our understandingnot only
of changesin land use but also of the erosionalhistoryof the region.
GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SURVEY FINDS

Material collectedfrom the surveyedarea56ranges in date from early prehistorictimes
through the 20th century after Christ.57It may be noted in passing that as much as onethird of the total quantity derives from collectionsin tracts, thus providingsome indication
of how much useful information is lost if attention is restricted solely to material from
"sites".Finds of ancient glass and metal (including coins) have been surprisingly sparse.
The collection of chipped stone (mostly Melian obsidian and a variety of local cherts) is
55 A preliminary approach to such studies using NVAP data may be found in J. Pederson, "Background
Noise" in Pedestrian ArchaeologicalSurvey:A GeomorphologicalEvaluation in the Nemea Valley, Greece
(M.A. thesis, Department of Geography,University of Illinois at Chicago 1986).
56 ProfessorRobert F. Sutton, Jr. has been in over-all charge of the processingand initial study of survey
finds in the Nemea Museum, assisted by Shari Stocker (1984), Professsor Lynn Kraynak (1984), Thomas
Strasser (1985-1987), Effie Athanassopoulou (1985-1987), and by other members of the survey teams. A
portion of the following discussionis extractedfrom notes providedby Sutton. Final reportson the following
categoriesof survey finds are in preparation:Neolithic pottery (Strasser),Early Bronze Age pottery (Laurie
Roberts), Later Bronze Age pottery (Cherry, Davis, and Mantzourani), Geometricthrough Roman pottery
(R. Sutton), Mediaeval pottery (Athanassopoulou),and tile (Hugh Elton). Chipped and ground stone has
been studied by Dr. Robin Torrence and ProfessorCurtis N. Runnels, respectively,and will be publishedby
Cherry.We are particularlygrateful to membersof the NVAP team for their commentson prehistoricpottery
and to the following who have examined material in Nemea or offeredother help and advice:ProfessorKathleen W. Slane, who served as a regular consultant on Roman pottery and local wares in general, Professor
John E. Coleman, Margarete Hahn, Dr. John W. Hayes, ProfessorJohn C. Lavezzi, CatherineA. Morgan,
ProfessorCatherine Perles, Guy Sandars,Ulrike Steppcke,ProfessorKaren D. Vitelli, Dr. Berit Wells, and
Dr. Charles K. Williams, II.
57 At several localities, particularlynear the headwatersof the Nemea River, there have been found heavily
rolled and patinated lithic artifactsresting on the surface of Pleistocenealluvial fans (Table 1, Fig. 3); these
are not easy to date either by their geomorphologicalcontext or by their typology but are very probably of
Palaeolithicdate.
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small and for the most part not readilydatable;groundstone includesfragmentsof imported
hand-querns and millstones of Classical to Mediaeval date, and a number of large olive
presses of local conglomeratehave been recordedin the field. Ancient standingarchitecture
of any sort is not common.Thus the overwhelmingmajorityof our chronologicalinformation on the distributionof ancient settlementand land use is basedon pottery,tile, and other
terracottasmall finds, of which well in excess of 100,000 items have been recordedin the
course of tract-walking. The state of preservationmakes close chronologicalor functional
identificationdifficultfor much of this material, but assignmentto broad periods (e.g., Archaic to Classical, or Late Roman to Byzantine) is usually possible.58A brief selection of
typical diagnosticsurvey finds is presentedhere as representativeof the sort of material on
which more general conclusionsinevitablyrest.
Prehistoricpottery from the survey in general closely parallels the excavatedmaterial
fromTsoungiza in terms both of types and of principalchronologicalperiodsrepresented.A
conspectus of the Neolithic material has already been presented elsewhere;59it is noteworthy that, as at Tsoungiza, EN and MN pottery of standardnortheast Peloponnesian
types is well attested, while the LN and FN periods are scarcelyrepresentedat all. Similarly, the occurrenceof EH I and (especially) EH II material, in substantialquantities and
at many sites, stands in stark contrastto the rarity of EH III sherdsand the virtual absence
of recognizableMH types.60Our ability to discriminateamong different phases of Mycenaean pottery depends largely on the level of preservationof the individual sherds, but
Early Mycenaean pottery (i.e., earlier than LH IIIA:2) is in general readily distinguished
fromthat of later phases.61Late BronzeAge finds, however,are notablysparse in an area so
close to the Mycenaean heartland.
A majorgoal of the study of the pottery of the historicperiods has been to differentiate
strictly local products (i.e., those producedin the area surveyedor near-by centers such as
Kleonai) from material imported from the dominant neighboringcenters of the Corinthia
and the Argolid, or from further afield (see Appendix, pp. 646-659 below). The discovery
58After washing (without acid), finds were transferred to the Nemea Museum. All non-pottery finds
(includingtile from sites and lamps) were immediatelyregisteredindividuallyin a central databasestoredon
the microcomputer.Ceramic finds from all samples collectedfrom sites and tractswere weighed and counted,
and the number of datable finds assignable to each period was recorded.Finally, detailed descriptionsof all
potteryand tile from tractsand of a selectionof chronologicallyand functionallyrepresentativefinds from sites
were compiled:these will form the basis of cataloguesof finds to be includedin final publications.
59 Cherry et al., 1988, where examples of MN and FN vessels are illustrated, together with a general
discussionof Neolithic finds of all periods in the Nemea region.
60 It may be noted that the abundanceor scarcityof potteryof differentperiodsdoes not correspondto their
relative "visibility"as definedin J. B. Rutter, "SomeThoughts on the Analysis of CeramicData Generatedby
Site Surveys,"^
in ArchaeologicalSurvey in the MediterraneanArea (BAR InternationalSeries 155), D. R.
Keller and D. W. Rupp, edd., Oxford 1983, pp. 137-142. For instance, MH is one of Rutter's periods of
"highvisibility",yet we have recoveredvirtually no sherds of Minyan or Matt-painted wares.
61 For a preliminarystudy of the EH finds from the survey, see L. Roberts, "Early Bronze Age Settlement
in Southern Greece: New Data from the Nemea Valley," AJA 92, 1988, p. 252 (abstract); Mycenaean
materialand its specificdistributionin the surveyarea has been discussedby J. L. Davis, "'IfThere's Room at
the Top, What's at the Bottom?"'BICS 35, 1988, pp. 164-165 (abstract)and Wright et al., "Early Mycenaean Settlement."
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of two new kilns (at sites 510 and 512), at least one used for pottery,is particularlyuseful in
this respect;they may be set alongsidethe two tile kilns previouslyexcavatedin the Sanctuary of Zeus.62We plan a variety of scientificpotteryanalyses to enhancethe results of more
conventionalstudy. Most of the pottery does, in fact, seem to have been made in the northeast Peloponnesos.Large quantities of importsfrom furtherafield occur only at Phlius and
certain other very large sites. This isolated pattern providesa clear contrastto the record
from those parts of the island of Keos and of the SouthernArgolidwhich have recentlybeen
surveyed by comparabletechniques and whose extensive coastlines provideddirect access
to maritime commerce.63This dearth of imports is not restrictedto fine wares that might
be considered luxuries traded for their own sake, e.g., Attic black glaze (p. 649 below;
Fig. 23),64 Roman sigillata or Red Slip (p. 655 below; Fig. 26), and Proto-Majolicawares,
but also includes coarse-waretrade amphoras,of which only CorinthianA jars occur with
any frequency(p. 653 below; Fig. 24). The rarity of amphorasis especiallystrikingin comparison to the situation on Keos and suggests that, while the islanders made considerable
use of importedfoodstuffscarriedin such containers,the region around Nemea was much
more self-sufficient.65
Site Types and Long-term Patterns of Settlement

The most commontypes of site encounteredare characterizedby small scattersof Archaic, Classical, or Hellenistic finds, includingtile, cookingand storagevessels, small quantities of fine ware, and (less often) quernstonesor olive presses. Many of these are probably
farmhousesor other rural agriculturalinstallationsof the kind that typify most sets of survey data in southern Greece.66With the exception of Phlius, the Sanctuary of Zeus, and
near-by sites such as Kleonai, there are few really large sites of these dates that obviously
belong to another level of settlement hierarchy. Functionally specific sites of other kinds,
however, are known: for instance, four isolated towers, built of large dressedlimestone or
conglomerateblocks,67and several sites possibly to be consideredas rural sanctuarieson the
basis of the discoveryof likely votive material. In Roman and Byzantinetimes the patternof
62 Cf. Biers, 1971, pp. 401-402 on the difficulties of distinguishing the fabric of Phlius from those of
Corinth and Argos;he and others seem to apply the term "Argive"loosely to productsfrom various centersin
the Argive plain. For the kilns see B. H. Hill, The Temple of Zeus at Nemea (revisedand supplementedby
Charles K. Williams, II), Princeton?964, p. 46; Miller, 1975, pp. 161-165; Miller, 1976, pp. 186-189.
63 R. Sutton, chapter 11 in Cherry et al., ArchaeologicalLandscapeand R. Sutton in M. H. Munn, D. J.

Pullen, and C. N. Runnels, Artifact and Assemblage: Finds from a Regional Survey of the Southern Argolid,

Stanford(in preparation).
64 A conspectusof finds from the survey is given in the Appendix.
65
66

R. Sutton, in Cherry et al., Archaeological Landscape.
E.g., chapter 17 in Cherry et al., Archaeological Landscape; Bintliff and Snodgrass(footnote 13 above);

Van Andel and Runnels (footnote 13 above). By no means all such sites need have been residential: cf.
R. Osborne, "Buildingsand Residenceon the Land in Classical and Hellenistic Greece:The Contributionof
Epigraphy," BSA 80, 1985, pp. 119-128 and idem, Classical Landscape with Figures, London 1987.
67 Sites 800, 904, 905, and 911. All are square except 904, which is circular, and all probably served a
military function, since they occupy strategicpoints on importantroutes. The associatedpotterydates mainly
to the Classical and Hellenistic eras. For references,see Faraklas, Appendix 2, nos. 2 and 3; Pritchett,p. 98
and pl. 67; Russell, pp. 41 and 44; Lord (footnote20 above), pp. 80-85 and pl. iv:a; Wiseman, pp. 113-116
and figs. 157-159; E. Meyer, RE XX, 1, 1941, cols. 269-290, s.v. Phleious.
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residential settlement was evidently more differentiated,since in addition to small rural
establishmentsthere existed a number of much larger sites. Some idea of the range of sites
other than small-scale rural settlements,and of the types of material to be found at them,
may be conveyedby several brief examples.
1. Site 204 (Fig. 83 occupiesa small bluff overlookingthe National Highway as it runs
through the Tretos Pass, a few hundred meters north of Chani Anesti (Fig. 4). Bulldozing
and deep ploughing in 1984 broughtto light over 2,000 well-preservedsherds of EH I and
early (pre-sauceboat)EH II date spread throughoutan area a little over 1 ha. in extent. A
number of other small prehistoric sites near the Tretos are comparablein size and topographic setting. A secondphase of use dates to Late Geometricthrough Classical times and
is concentratedin two discrete locations, the northernmostassociated with plentiful tile,
blocks,and severalpits exposed in section.The material includesmuch fine pottery,such as
miniature Corinthian votive cups, Attic black- and red-figured and black-glaze wares,
pithoi with impressed decorativebands and, in one case, a dipinto, and a Late Classical
molded figure representinga bearded male. It seems possible that one function served by
this site in Archaic and Classical times was that of a rural shrine. Despite the damage inflicted on the site by plowing, collection of artifacts from its surface using a grid of 10-m.
squares has allowed clear spatial discriminationof the two main phases of its use.
2. Xenophon (Hellenica 7.2.1 and 7.3.5) mentions a border fort which the Argives
fortifiedin their campaignagainst Phlius in 366 B.C. Some authoritieshave locatedit at our
Site 101, atop the highest of the three peaks of ancient Mt. Trikaranon (Prophitis Ilias;
Figs. 2 and 4), a key fortifiableposition likely to have been of strategicimportanceat many
periodsin the past.68Potteryand tile are abundantaroundthe churchof Prophitis Ilias, into
the southwestwall of which has been built a small engagedCorinthianpilaster. The church
itself is partly constructedfrom ancient blocks and includes two Byzantine capitals. To the
southeastthe road to the summit has been cut through ancientdeposits,revealingin section
a pit and a short stretch of well-built wall preservedtwo courseshigh, and there are other
signs that structures and fortificationwalls survive at the site. The prehistoric period is
faintly representedby two or three pieces of EH II urfirnis, and pottery of Roman and
Byzantine date has also been recovered,but Archaic to Hellenistic (especially Classical)
material is dominant. Some of the most diagnosticpieces are of the 4th or 3rd century B.C.
The quality of the pottery, in general, is high; it consists mainly of black-glaze and blisterware shapes for eating and drinking, rather than domesticforms such as lekanai and mortars, and some of it may even be votive in character.Notable finds include a lead sling bullet
of Classical to Hellenistic date and a silver coin of Stymphalosdatableto ca. 431-370 B.C.
3. Investigationsat Phlius have been of considerableimportance (Figs. 2, 9, and 10),
since the site representsthe highest-level political center within the study area in GraecoRoman times and thus, not surprisingly, provides examples of types of material not well
attested at rural settlements. Despite several campaigns of excavation by the American
68 The site was noted by several 19th-centurytravelers.A. Frickenhausand W. Muller ("Ausder Argolis,"
AM 36, 1911 [pp. 21-38], p. 23) describedthe ruins then as an inner fort with outer surroundingwalls. For
more recent discussion, see Pritchett, p. 104 and G. Gauvin, "ProfitisElias, un position clef au sommet du
Trikaranon,"Newsletter of the CanadianArchaeologicalInstitute at Athens 9, 1980.
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School of Classical Studies,69there existed no detailedmap showing the survivingwalls and
other architecturalremains over the extent of the site at differentperiodsof its use. Accordingly, our work was designed to complementprevious results by concentratingon several
goals: 1) systematic mapping of architecturalremains; 2) intensive collection of surface
artifactsover much of the site and its immediatehinterlandon the lower slopes of Prophitis
Ilias to the east; and 3) establishing with greater precision the size of the settlement at
different periods of its use and the degree to which the site shows discontinuityof the sort
typical of other smaller sites in the area.
Conglomerateand poros blocks scatteredin the fields (Fig. 9) are mostly from walls
(the courseof some of which can be tracedmost clearly on the acropolis),but architraveand
column fragments, column capitals, bedrock cuttings, a statue base, and a Classical inscription were also recorded.Architecturalfinds are concentratedin the plain to the west
and south of the acropolisnear the area conventionallyknown as the "agora"and on the flat
summit and west end of the acropolisitself, particularlyin and aroundthe chapel of Panagia Rachiotissa. No work was undertaken in the plain to the west of the acropolis, but
previous excavation and casual inspection make it clear that many fragments of ancient
structuresexist there also.
Pottery densities (Fig. 10) mirror the southwestward bias of the architecturalfragments. On the south, southeast, and northeast edges of the site, quantities of finds fall
dramatically,and the limits of the ancient city in those directionsnow seem well defined.
The western boundary of our study area lay at the Perivoli spring, southwest of the
acropolis;pottery densities there remain quite high, and it is clear that the urban area continued fartherwest. Field-walking southeastof the acropolison the slopes of Prophitis Ilias
revealed a large continuous area of tracts with high-density concentrationsof mainly Roman and Byzantine pottery;it appears that in late antiquity a settlementof very considerable size existed here on the outskirtsof the Classicalcity. The potterycollectedfromthe site
of Phlius is generally similar to that known from earlier excavations.Neolithic, Early Helladic, and Late Helladic material was recoveredin small quantities;the Mycenaean finds
were a surprise, given previous assertions that the period was scarcely representedat the
site.70The wide distribution of Roman material, however, confirmsthe picture given by
Pausanias of a flourishing community in the 2nd century after Christ; its quantity and
variety offer a marked contrastwith pottery from other sites occupiedat this time. Among
the more strikingfinds was a votive depositcontaininghundredsof fragmentsof potteryand
figurines dating from the Archaic and Classical periods (see p. 647 below; P1. 96:b-d).
These may have been dumped from a sanctuary on the acropolis but might equally well
derive from a small extramural shrine. Also to the northwest of the acropolis, but lower
69 For earlier excavations, see H. S. Washington, "Excavations at Phlius in 1892," AJA 27, 1923,
pp. 428-446; C. W. Blegen, "Excavationsat Phlius, 1924,"Art and Archaeology20, 1925, pp. 23-33; Meyer
(footnote 67 above); Biers, 1969; Biers, 1971; Biers 1971, 1973, and-1975 (all cited in footnote 51 above).
Work in the field was conductedunder the directionof Dr. Susan E. Alcock.Biers led Wright on an historical
tour of the site and providedarchivalmaterial and much helpful advice for our researches.
70 Biers, 1969, p. 457.
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down at the edge of the plain, among human bones and pottery apparently from graves
destroyedby the deep plow, were nearly completevessels of the Early or Middle Geometric
period (p. 647 below; Fig. 22).
4. Of outstanding importanceamong the many Mediaeval sites encounteredis a complex of sites aroundthe peak of Polyphengi,the precipitousmountainat the southernend of
the Phliasian Plain, guarding what was until the 19th century the principal route south
towards Argos.71Its strategic significance is signalled by a Frankish (and later?) kastro,
recentlymuch disturbedby looters,atop the summitof the mountain (Fig. 4, Site 902). This
is a small building, built of rough stone and tile, comprisinga tower with basement-level
rooms and adjoiningstructures.The kastro is approachableon the Nemean side only via a
rock-cut tunnel through the summit cliffs; near by is an arched cistern, apparently of
Frankish date. In the steep cliffs immediately beneath the summit of the mountain at its
eastern end is a fortifiedrock shelter (Site 901), 40 m. long. A curtain wall reaching from
floor to ceiling was built across the entire mouth of the shelter, although this now survives
only at its eastern end; its defensive character is indicated by a projecting semicircular
bastion and a number of slit windows. The walls and ceiling were formerlyplastered and
decoratedwith frescoes,of which the single identifiablescene depictsthe Presentationat the
Temple and is probablyof late 12th-centurydate.72This may well be the site of the original
monastery,the first mentionof which occursin 1402; it was later replacedby the Monastery
of Panagia tou Vrachou (Site 900), located at the foot of the 150-meter-highvertical rock
cliff on the east side of the mountain. The monasterybuildings incorporatenumerousMiddle and Late Byzantine ecclesiasticalarchitecturalmembersin marble, re-used from buildings presumably located elsewhere, and there are signs of several phases of architectural
rebuilding and remodeling.The church containspoorly preservedwall and ceiling frescoes
of Byzantine date, although the monasteryis said to have been foundedonly in 1633. Above
it lies a desertedMediaeval village (Site 910), which occupiesmuch of the sloping plateau to
the east of the summit, overlookingmodernNea Nemea. The groundis coveredby a nearly
continuousspread of rubble from collapsedstructures,probablyboth houses and churches,
since early travelersreportedthe presenceof as many as threedozenchurcheson Polyphengi.
Other isolated structureshave been noted fartherwest, including a probablewatchtoweror
guardhousecommandingthe route of ascent by the southeastridge. Ceramicmaterial from
the village is of considerableinterest, since the settlement,which is first mentioned in the
Chronicleof Morea, seems to have been abandonedby the 17th centuryafter Christ.
It will already be clear from the discussion above that for certain periods remarkably
few chronologicallydiagnosticartifactshave come to light, while others are plentifully represented (Fig. 11). The periods for which little archaeologicalevidence seems to exist are
the Late and Final Neolithic, the Middle Bronze Age, the Protogeometricand Geometric
71 The

wide variety of archivaland historicaldocumentsbearing on this clusterof sites have been discussed

? mrv 'Imropta Kal To7roypa4ta nrjqrIcpLoX7,9
by M. S. Kordosis,Xv1.quoX
KopivOova-rovT Me'oovv
Xpovovv, Athens 1981, pp. 176-184 and 368-372.
72 We thank Robin Cormack for suggesting the date of the scene on the basis of examination of photographs;see also the report of its restorationin E. Kounoupiotou,"'AO-K7qrplov HoXvOE'yyL
Negav," Ac\r,
XpoVLKa 26, 1971, p. 191, pl. 172:a, b.
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periods, and the Ottoman through early Modern eras. Later Hellenistic and early Roman
material is very rare aside from a few big sites, but pottery of Late Roman date is more
widespread.The fact that these periodicpatternsare reflectedin both tract and site collections (and, as noted above, that careful attentionhas been paid to the potential problemsof
surfacevisibility and geomorphologicalerosionor aggradation)inspires confidencein their
reality, although they must remain somewhatimpreciseand unquantifieduntil our detailed
studies are complete.
Sites occupiedor in use during a single period only are unusual, most having produced
material diagnosticof several, often widely separated,chronologicalphases. For instance,
settlementand land use in all parts of the area during the 12th through 14th centuriesafter
Christ seem to have been so intensive that almost every site, irrespectiveof its dominant
periodof use, has providedsome materialof Middle Byzantineto Frankishcharacter.Similarly, prehistoricpottery, often no more than a few worn sherds, has been found at a high
proportion of later sites. Detailed analysis will be necessary to determine whether such
material represents either a significant prehistoric componentmasked by the remains of
later occupation,or finds similar to those found "offsite"in tract collections.Other surveys
have often assumed, but not demonstrated,a picture of nearly uninterruptedsettlementat
favoredlocations. Our evidence suggests instead a much more dynamic and discontinuous
patternof ebb and flow in settlement,at the level both of individualsites and of the region as
a whole.
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THE EXCAVATIONON THE HILL OF TSOUNGIZA

Goalsand Scope
Excavationon Tsoungiza has had five majorgoals: 1) to determineas fully as possible
the physical extent and chronologicalrange of settlement;2) to understandprocessesof site
formation;3) to examine the economicsystem of the settlement;4) to relate the recordof an
excavatedsite to that recoveredfor comparableperiodsby survey;5) to comparethe phases
of settlementon Tsoungiza to the patternof settlementboth within the study area and in the
adjacentregions of the Corinthia and the Argolid.73Each of these goals has required the
developmentof specific methodsfor 1) recovering,recording,and analyzing excavatedmaterial; 2) recordingartifact distributionsover the site; 3) examining the geomorphologyof
the hill; 4) studying the environmentof the site's resourcearea.74
Excavation on Tsoungiza began with the work of Carl Blegen and James P. Harland
during the 1920's. In 1924-1925 Blegen excavatedan extensive Neolithic deposit from the
hill.75In 1926 and 1927 Harland carriedout extensiveexcavationsof the BronzeAge settlement (Fig. 12), and their publication is another facet of NVAP.76 Salvage work in 1974,
1975, 1979, 1981, and 1982 uncovered further remains at the site.77Although different
standardsof excavationand recordingwere employedby these earlier excavators,the reconstructionof a detailed and comprehensiveunderstandingof the site's history has not been
impaired.
METHODOLOGICAL
OVERVIEW

Four strategies of data collection have been pursued: surface survey, remote sensing,
excavation accordingto a grid of 1-sq.m. units, and sieving (including water sieving and
flotationfor collectingorganic remains).
73 This section of the reportis by James C. Wright. Supervisorsof ExcavationUnits were as follows: 1981,
Mary Dabney (EU1); 1982, Anastasia Lambropoulou (test trenches); 1984, Nick Kardulias (EU2),
Dr. Susan Petrakis (EU3), Elliott Lax (EU4), ProfessorDaniel Pullen (EU5), ProfessorMichael Toumazou
and Anastasia Lambropoulou(EU6), RebeccaMersereau (EU7); 1985, Dr. Nancy Leinwand and Nick Kardulias (EU2), Daniel Pullen (EU5), RebeccaMersereau (EU7), Jennifer Tobin (EU8 and "AreaL"), Kevin
Glowacki (EU9), Michael Toumazou (EU10); 1986, Kevin Glowacki (EU2), Kathleen Krattenmaker
(EU5), Rebecca Mersereau (EU7 and EU1), Keith Dickey and Natalia Vogeikoff (EU8), John Marszal
(EU9), Marina Markantonatos(EU10 and EU1 1).
74 Different componentsof these research objectivesand strategy are discussed in Binford;K. W. Butzer,
Archaeologyas Human Ecology, Chicago 1982; M. B. Schiffer, "Toward the Identificationof Formation
Processes,"AmericanAntiquity48, 1983, pp. 375-406; and, most recently,reviewedin Redman.
7

Blegen,1975.

Harland. At his death in 1973, Harland left behind a nearly complete manuscripton the excavations.
Completedduring the 1930's, it had been reviewed by Blegen for publicationalong with other material from
the early excavationsin the Sanctuaryof Zeus. This manuscriptwas willed to ProfessorGeorge E. Mylonas,
who kindly passed it on to Wright when he undertookthe responsibilityfor the excavation of Tsoungiza.
Harland also left a complete set of excavation notes, drawings, and photographsat the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. These were turned over to Wright by Professor G. Kenneth Sams. Wright thanks
ProfessorsMylonas, Sams, and Stephen G. Miller for making this material available.
77 Miller, 1975, pp. 150-152; 1976, pp. 174-177; Miller, 1980, pp. 37-40.
76
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1. Surface survey offered an opportunityto study the relation of surface to subsurface

artifactdistributions.71Becauseof the degreeof disturbance
by earlierexcavation,thistechnique was not practicalover the whole of the site and was thereforeconfinedto the southern
area (Fig. 13, ExcavationUnits [EU] 2, 3, 6, 7, 8), where all surfacematerialwas pickedup
in 1 x 1 m. units. An intensivesurveyusing a 10 x 10 m. grid of the unexcavatedareas of the
site is plannedfor the future.A slightly less intensiveinvestigationexaminedthe peripheries
of the site accordingto standardprocedures(pp. 604-607 above).
78 L. R. Binfordet al., "Archaeologyat Hatchery West, Carlyle, Illinois," Memoirs of the Societyfor
American Archaeology,no. 24, 1970; C. L. Redman and P. J. Watson, "SystematicIntensive Surface Collection,"AmericanAntiquity 35, 1970, pp. 279-291.
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University of California at Berkeley (Walter Payne and Julia E. Pfafl

2. Experimentationwith a variety of remote sensing procedureswas carried out as a
means of determining where to excavate. Extensive coring using a geological auger was
conductedover the site. Cores were taken every 5 and 10 m. along north-south and eastwest lines in orderto determinethe depth and type of stratigraphyand the depth of bedrock.
This proved a quick and efficient means of learning about the stratigraphyof the site. In
1984 and 1985 limited areas of the site were inspected using a resistivity meter, and the
preliminaryresults of this work were largely confirmedby excavation.79
79We thank ProfessorJohn Gifford for the loan of his auguring equipmentand Dr. Kevin Pope for examining several cores in 1984. The resistivity work in 1984 was conductedby Mr. David Jordan of Bradford
University, who offered his assistancewhile he was working with ProfessorHector Williams at Stymphalos.
In 1985 a more extensive resistivitysurvey was conductedby Mr. Carl Heron, presently at the University of
Wales, who also supplied us with computerplot maps of the results.
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3. Excavation was carried out in units designated as StratigraphicUnits (SU) and
Square Meter Units (SMU) within trenchescalled ExcavationUnits (EU). The SU is like
the "basket"or "lot"of many AmericanSchoolexcavations,or a "locus"elsewhere.80It is definedas any discreteunit of excavationdeterminedeitherarbitrarilyor on the basis of observable stratigraphy.Constituentelementsof most SU's are SMU's, which providea means of
spatial controlin the horizontaldimensionin much the same fashionas SU's, especiallyarbitrarily definedones, do in the verticaldimension(Fig. 14). For example, often a pit or a floor
may lose definition towards its edges; excavation and recordingaccordingto SMU's will
I A furtherexample will clarifythe utility of the SMU.
preservethe evidenceof this change.s
In EU2 (Figs. 13 and 15) a building of LH IIIB date was set directlyover and into earlier
occupationlevels of late MH and (at least) LH IIB date. The compressionof the stratigraphy was such that it was very difficultduringexcavationto isolate strataof differentperiods,
particularly since the soils associated with artifacts of different date were essentially the
same. Recordingeach SU accordingto units of 1 sq.m. successfullydefined the location of
G. Dever and H. D. Lance, A Manual of Field Excavation, New York 1978, pp. 75-80.
E. C. Harris, Principles of ArchaeologicalStratigraphy,New York 1979; see pp. 40 and 111, discussion
of "boundarycontours".
80 W.
81
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LH IIIB ceramics,especiallynear the walls, where they probablywere introducedwhen the
foundationsof the buildingwere laid. Of coursethis systemhas many otheruses, particularly
for mapping the distributionof artifactsover the site.
4. All soil not disturbedby plowing was dry sieved through screenswith a 5- to 7-mm.
mesh. The finds were recoveredand recordedin the appropriateSMU for their SU. Exceptions to this procedurewere ashy or burned deposits, pits, and pot contentswhich were
designated for water sieving and flotation. In such areas the soil was removed by SMU
within SU, measured in volumetricallymarked metal buckets (per liter), and then passed
through a geological sample splitter to produce a 50-percent or 25-percent sample. Each
sample was then again measured for volume before water sieving and flotation. In many
areas of excavationone SMU was designatedas a column for continuoussampling through
all the stratigraphichorizons excavated.82
Geomorphology

Whereas today the hill of Tsoungiza appears to rise from its gently sloping southern
and eastern sides to a knoll in the area of EU5, originally there were two knolls, one at the
south and a higher one at the north. A deep ravinejust north of the southernknoll separated
them, while another ravine ran around the north side of the higher knoll (Fig. 13).83 The
evidence for the ravines was found in EU2, EU3, EU6, EU7, and EU8 at the south, and
EU10 at the north. In each, soundingsreachedthe marl bedrockof the hill and, where the
sides of the ravine were exposed (EU3, EU7, and EU8), permitteda calculationof its slope.
Two other soundings,in EU6 and EU10, plumbedits depths.
Deposits in the southernravineappearto be dumpedfills, roughly stratifiedwith EH II
material mixed with some Neolithic at the bottom, with thicker accumulationsof EH III
above, and on top late MH and LH I. Anne Demitrack and Tjeerd van Andel have suggested that most of these fills were introducedsuddenly;no strata attributableto continuous
deposition were detected. The artifacts atop the fill, which was ground level during late
MH/early LH I, are large and unworn.84It seems that the inhabitantsof the site used the
ravine surfacefor dumping. The fill of the north ravine is quite similar, consistingin EU10
82
G. L. Cowgill, "A Selectionof Samplers:Commentson Archaeo-statistics,"in Sampling in Archaeology
(footnote 50 above), pp. 258-284; J. Hansen, "Palaeoethnobotanyin Greece,"in Contributionsto Aegean
Archaeology(footnote 8 above), pp. 171-181; eadem, "Agriculturein the Prehistoric Aegean: Data versus
Speculation,"AJA 92, 1988, pp. 39-52. The sample splitter employed was a Porta-Splitter,manufactured
by the Gilson Corporation,Worthington,Ohio. Dr. Charles K. Williams, II generouslylent us the water sieve
of the Corinth Excavations;it is a modified Ashvan type (S. Diamant, "A Short History of Archaeological
Sieving at FranchthiCave, Greece,"JFA 6, 1979, pp. 203-217). The developmentand implementationof this
system was done in consultationwith ProfessorJulie Hansen.
The standard sampling procedure for water sieving was as follows: for ashy or burned deposits, 50
percentof each SMU (unless very extensive,then 25 percent);for pits, 25 percent;for isolatedpatchesof burnt
or heavily organic strata and pot contents, 100 percent.
83 Anne Demitrack has pointed out that these ravines are actually karstic formationsfrequently found in
the Neogene marl of the region. When exposed they are easily erodedby natural processes.
84 Rutter.
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of a basal unit of EH II coveredby a thick fill of EH III that may have been crowned by
EH III structures,to judge from Harland's notes (p. 629 below). There follows a mixed fill
depositedin late MH times overlain by a shallow LH I fill and a deep deposit of LH IIA
occupationdebris associatedwith architecture.
It is clear that the ravines were open during the Neolithic and Early Bronze ages.
During the initial phases of the EBA the settlementwas based directlyon the marl bedrock,
while considerablefill was introducedinto the ravinesduring EH II and especially EH III.
Still earlier, during the Neolithic, the settlementmay have been basedon topsoil ratherthan
the marl, as remnantred topsoils of probableNeolithic date have been recognizedin isolated
pocketsof the site today.85Such cover,however,would not have lasted long once the hilltop
became inhabited.
With regard to the Neolithic period, one other geomorphologicalfeature of the site is
significant. When Blegen excavated in 1924 he describedNeolithic remains located in a
"cave",extending some 20 meters east to west, up to 6 meters wide, and varying in depth
from 4.5 to 6 meters.86Salvage work in 1974, 1975, 1981, and 1982 disclosedsimilar Neolithic deposits in smaller cavities in the marl. These are locatedboth on the southernend of
the hill and along the slopes to the southeast (Fig. 13).87 Investigationof them has disclosed
no remains of habitationin situ, a situation not unlike that observedin pits at site 702.88
General Characterof SettlementPhases
Prior to the inception of NVAP the location and date of different phases of settlement
were generallyknown. Neolithic materialwas consideredEarly Neolithic in date, although
traces of Middle Neolithic had also been recognizedin the deep cavities in the marl at the
southern slope of the site.89Early Helladic II and III architectureand finds were known
from the crown of the hill.90Early Mycenaean architecturalphases were recognizedon the
plateau at the north of the crown (Fig. 18), while LH IIIB architecturehad been exposedin
salvage work in 1979 on the mid-southernslope, and a uniform LH IIIB:1 assemblageof
potterywas found mixed with Neolithic at the south (Fig. 13).91Missing componentswere
LN, EH I, MH, and LH IIIA. Since 1981 excavationshave expandedthe range of inquiry
at Tsoungiza by systematicallyexploring the entire site for all periods of occupation.The
results have considerablyrefinedour understandingof the phases and extent of occupation.
The earliest settlement on Tsoungiza was founded during the EN and continuedinto
the MN period. Although no architecturalremains have been found in situ, finds of daub
85

Cherry et al., 1988.

86

Blegen, 1975, p. 255.
Miller, 1976, p. 176, fig. 2, pl. 29:c; Miller, 1982.

87
88

Cherry et al., 1988.

Blegen, 1931, p. 55; Blegen, 1975, p. 259, note 18, p. 277, note 40.
Harland.
91 Miller, 1975, pp. 151-152, pl. 34; Miller, 1976, p. 177, pl. 29:b. The salvage work (reportedin Miller,
1980, pp. 203-205) was carried out by the Greek ArchaeologicalService, under the direction of Ms. Konstantina Kaza, who is presentlypreparingthe material for publication.
89

90
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with a cane impression demonstratethe existence of structures.92Ground-stonetools, animal and human bone remains, seeds, and potteryfrom the Neolithic levels also indicatethe
presence of settlement. These deposits from the pits in the marl slopes and the sporadic
discovery of Neolithic finds elsewhere on the hill suggest a widely dispersed settlement,
perhaps located along the southern and southeasternslopes of the ridge (Fig. 13). A few
stratigraphic units of purely Neolithic or mixed N-EH from the crown of the hill may
derive from habitationthere.
Restudy of the Neolithic pottery has brought to our attention the presence of considerably more finds of MN date than Blegen recognized,with close parallels to Lerna II and
the second phase of the MN at Franchthi.93Also, within the material published by Blegen
are a few pieces of LN and FN to EH I, but it does not appear that a settlement existed
during the LN period.94
Resettlementprobably occurredduring the transition from the Final Neolithic to the
Early Bronze Age, apparently on the crown of the hill (P1. 93:b). Scatteredbut plentiful
FN/EH I and pure EH I ceramicdeposits have been found in pits there.95A deep cistern
cut into the marl in the northern part of EU5 (Fig. 16, E20696, N6462, Cistern 2) has
abundant EH I pottery. Although a direct stratigraphicsequence linking the FN, EH I,
and EH II levels has not been found, the EH I cistern lies beneath a series of strata and
floorsof middle EH II date in EU5.96Early EH II materialis representedby the remainsof
a building excavatedin 1982 in a field on the eastern slope of the hill.97A large floor deposit
in a burnt room in the northern area of EU5 (P1. 94:a) preservedmuch material of the
92 The daub, from EU4, was recognizedby RebeccaMersereau, who is studyingthe building materialsand
constructiontechniques of the structures found on Tsoungiza. Cf. the MN daub recoveredfrom site 702:
Cherry et al., 1988, p. 170.
93 We thank Professor K. D. Vitelli of Indiana University for her expert identificationof much of this
material;Drs. William W. Phelps and Maria Pantelidouprovidedtheir expertise as well. Blegen was aware
of the presence of MN at Tsoungiza: Blegen, 1931, p. 55, and Caskey's commentsin Blegen, 1975, p. 259,
note 18 and p. 277, note 40. This material is being readiedfor publicationby Ms. Anne Kugler.
94 From the excavationsby Blegen: FN: a red-burnishedbody fragmentwith wedge-shapedincisions in a
raised band (Blegen, 1975, p. 278, pl. 68, no. 4; Nemea Museum P 1376); FN/EH: two red-burnished
fragments from an "oven"(Blegen, 1975, p. 278, pl. 68, no. 8 [called a "scoop"];Nemea Museum P 1381;
p. 275, pl. 64, no. 34, Nemea Museum P 1371).
95 LN: 2115-2-5, from Cistern 2; 2013-2-1, a Gonia polychromebody sherd (Blegen, 1931, p. 55). From
the same deposit (Pit 32, SU's 2011-2014) as this last piece are several EN and MN sherds.
EH I: Pit 17 (SU's 822, 826, 829, 830), Pit 18 (SU 100), Pit 31 (SU's 891-894), Pit 32, (SU's
2011-2014), Pit 48 (SU's 1960-1964, 1967-1969), Pit 51 (SU's 2024-2025), Pit 55 (SU's 1935, 1936,
1938-1941), Pit 65 (SU's 2029-2031), Cistern 2 (SU's 2100-2121). See D. J. Pullen, "AnEarly BronzeAge
Village on Tsoungiza Hill, Ancient Nemea," in L'habitategeen prehistorique(BCH-Suppl.), R. Treuill and
P. Darcque, edd., in press, and idem, "The Earlier Phases of the Early BronzeAge at Tsoungiza Hill, Ancient
Nemea, Greece,"AJA 92, 1988, p. 252 (abstract);for comparanda,see now A. Dousougli, "MakrovouniKefalari Magoula-Talioti. Bemerkungen zu den Stufen FH I und II in der Argolis," PZ 62, 1987,
pp.164-220.
The evidenceof EBA settlementon the site is being studied by Pullen; he has supervisedthe excavations
of EU5.
96 Pullen, "Early Bronze Age Village" (footnote95 above).
97Miller, 1982; Pullen, op. cit.
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middle phases of EH 11,98 while other remains of this period are associatedwith architectural remains (Harland's Buildings A and B, Fig. 17) and in some pits (e.g. Pit 56,
P1.94:b). The latest phases of EH II, i.e., Lerna III, phase D, have not been identifiedanywhere on the site.99
During this periodthe settlementseems to have developedin complexityso that by early
EH II a numberof structureswere locatedon the crown of the hill and down the slopes. An
EH 1-11building locatedca. 150 m. southeastof the top of the hill was built into a cuttingin
the marl bedrockof the hill (Fig. 13, Area "A").100
On the crown, Building A, discoveredby
E.g., SU 757, material comparableto Lerna III, Phase C.
99We wish to thank Dr. Martha H. Wienckefor her commentson this materialand its relationto that from
Lerna.
100D. J. Pullen, "The Early Bronze Age Settlementon Tsoungiza Hill, Ancient Nemea,"in Early Helladic
Architectureand Urbanization(SIMA 76), R. Hagg and D. Konsola,edd., Goteborg1986, pp. 73-78, fig. 64.
98
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Harland (Figs. 16 and 17), is very substantial,with walls ca. 1 m. thick and deep foundations forminga terraceat the north. Numerous tiles found fallen down the slope to the east
(in EU9) and also scattered over most of the slopes of the hill may have come from this
building, which Pullen has identifiedas an architecturalforerunnerof the Lerna House of
the Tiles type of building.101As such it would presumablyreflect a process of increasing
socio-economiccentralization at the site. Signs of increased wealth and contact with exchange systemsare illustratedby a numberof importsor luxury items roughly assignableto
this period:stone vessels (P1.94:c), a conicallead stamp seal (a unique find on the mainland:
P1. 94:e), bronze tools (P1. 94:d), and numerous lead clamps.102After the abandonmentof
this building another, also of EH II date, was built partly over its foundations(Building B,
Fig. 17). One EH burial, a unique rectangular cist grave discoveredby Harland at the
southwest of Building E, was cut into the marl and coveredwith slabs (in grid E20701,
N6455, Fig. 16).103Elsewhere on the site few traces of contemporarystructureshave been
found. Early Helladic II pottery from basal units in EU10 to the north is probablydebris
washed from the settlementon the top of the hill. To the east are only tiles and an occasional
sherd, while along the southern slopes in EU2, EU7, and EU8 are traces of walls and pits
cut into the marl.
The site was abandonedwithin EH II and reoccupiedafter EH III was well underway
(Lerna IV, Phase 2). 104 This settlementwas short-livedand did not continueinto the Middle Helladic period. On top of the hill a completelypreservedcurvilinearstructure (Harland's House E) was surroundedby other buildings only partially preserved (Harland's
Buildings D, F, G, and H; Fig. 17). In front of building E was a cistern, which Harland,
thinking it a well, excavated to a depth of 12.25 m. without reaching bottom.105Within
building E were seven storagevessels, seven ground-stonetools, and numerousvessels and
In 1981 and 1982 this area was salvagedby the University of California at Berkeleyprojectunder the direction of Professor Stephen G. Miller. R. Sutton began the work, which was then finished in a separate campaign by Pullen and Dr. RobertA. Bridges,who carefullytestedthe entire field and meticulouslyrecordedthe
remains in the area.
101 D. J. Pullen, "A 'House of Tiles' at Zygouries?The Function of Monumental Early Helladic Architecture,"in Hagg and Konsola (footnote 100 above), pp. 79-84 and idem, "EarlyBronze Age Village" (footnote
95 above); cf. J. Shaw, "The Early Helladic II CorridorHouse, Development and Form," AJA 91, 1987,
pp. 59-79; of the tiles, the most numerous fragments were preservedin a LH IIIA:2 context in EU9, but
others come from EH levels in EU7.
102 Frying pans:J. Coleman, "'FryingPans' of the Early BronzeAge,"AJA 89, 1985, pp. 191-219, no. 114,
p. 216. In additionto this example, othershave been found;a completelisting is as follows:814-2-6, 822-2-15,
2011-2-2, 2013-2-2, 2014-2-1. Stone vessels:steatite lid, 745-8-1 (P1.94:c);marblelid, 745-8-2. Bronzetools:
dagger, 2016-5-1 (P1. 94:d). Lead stamp: 890-5-1 (P1. 94:e). Lead clamps: a total of 19 clamps have been
found in various contexts extending from EH through LH; metallurgicalanalysis and study of context will
determinewhich are of EBA manufacture.
103 D. J. Pullen, "Mortuary Practices in Early Bronze Age Greece: Identifying Patterns of Prehistoric
Behavior,"AJA 90, 1986, p. 178 (abstract).
104 For the tripartitedivisionof Lerna IV see J. B. Rutter, "AGroup of Distinctive Pattern-DecoratedEarly
Helladic III Pottery from Lerna and Its Implications,"Hesperia 51, 1982 (pp. 459-488), p. 461 and note 6.
105Our geologists have pointed out that the aquifer which would have supplied this well is more than 30
metersbelow the surfaceof the hilltop, making it inconceivablethat this shaft or the one to the northwestcould
have been a well.
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other finds scatteredoverthe floor,the most notableof which is a terracottamold for a chisel
(P1. 94:f). From the well came Fine Gray-burnishedware, fragmentsof patternedincised
vessels, e.g. a pedestal-footedshallow cup (P1.94:g),106and sherdsof patternedware.
To the west of this group stood a large but poorly preservedbuilding, C. Down the
slope in the fill of the ravine to the north, Harland uncovered a rectangular building
(Fig. 12, Trench "L";Fig. 18, Building J). His notebookrecordssherds of "Minyan"and
patterned ware from this building. Since the recent work has recognized no such MH
pottery from the site, and as Jeremy Rutter has pointed out, the ceramics identified by
Harland as Gray Minyan are actually Fine Gray-burnishedware, Building J should be
dated to the EH III period.107East of EU5 were no traces of EH III remains,while on the
southern side of the ravine in EU7 two pits and traces of two walls datable to the EH III
periodwere found (Fig. 19, walls 26 and 29 in grids E20696/7, N6397/9; E20699, N6395;
E20698, N6393).
Although the density of architecturalarrangementsatop the hill and the distributionof
settlementremainsover the site indicate an activesettlementduringthe EH III period, and
althoughthe ceramicremainsare typical of the productioncentersof the Argolid,the lack of
rare and specializedimports suggests that the inhabitantswere not so frequentlyin contact
with outside areas as were those of the EH II phase settlement,and the absenceof a central,
dominantbuilding such as existed in Building A of the EH II period supportsthis view.
Throughout the Middle Bronze Age the site was again abandoneduntil the late MH
phase, contemporarywith the earliest gravesof Circle B at Mycenae,108when settlersreoccupied the hill. The majoractivitythat can be associatedwith the initial phase of settlement
is the infilling of the ravines, and finds of late MH date were strewn over the surface;109
it is
then
in
the
southwestern
corner
of
EU7
was
erected
probable that a structure uncovered
(Fig. 19). To the northeast,in EU2, an extensivecontemporarydepositof carbonizedgrape
pips was associatedwith collapsed mud brick and burning, possibly evidenceof wine production, since they were concentratedwithin a small area (as if gatheredin a basket) and
because about half are probably from domestic grapes.110Along the north side of EU2
(Fig. 21) surfaces of late MH date were discoveredmuch disturbedby activity of the late
LH IIIB period.
So far as we know from excavation,the early Mycenaean buildings were clusteredon
and perhaps above the flat terracescreatedby filling the southernand northernravines. In
both places settlement continued throughout the entire Mycenaean period. Other areas
Rutter (footnote 104 above), nos. 12, 14, pp. 465, 474-475.
J. B. Rutter, "Fine Gray-burnished Pottery of the Early Helladic III Period: The Ancestry of Gray
Minyan," Hesperia 52, 1983 (pp. 327-355), p. 339.
108 0. T. P. K. Dickinson, The Origins of Mycenaean Civilisation (SIMA 49), Goteborg 1977, pp. 40-46;
S. Dietz, Asine, II, Results of the ExcavationsEast of the Acropolis, 1970-1974, fasc. 2, The Middle Helladic
Cemeteryand Early Mycenaean Deposits, Stockholm1980, pp. 141-144; and especially now G. Graziadio,
"The Chronologyof the Graves of Circle B at Mycenae:A New Approach,"AJA 92, 1988, pp. 343-372 and
Rutter.
109 Rutter;see especially the discussionof EU6.
110
AJA 92, 1988, p. 253 (abstract).
J. Hansen, "BronzeAge Agriculturein the NemeaNValley,"
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probablyoccupiedin early Mycenaean times were exploredby Harland in his test trenches
"0" and "X" (Fig. 12). In "0" were shallow disturbeddeposits without evidenceof architecture, in "X"some walls, beneath LH III buildings.We have not been able to locateeither
trench precisely, since both lay outside the area purchased for excavation;indications of
surface remains and of depressionsin the land surface, however, suggest their location.
LH I remains are best preservedin EU7, where at the west a freestandingrectangular
structure was first built (P1. 93:c).'11At least two annexes were built along its southwest
III
We follow P. Darcque (TPour l'abandon du terme 'megaron',"in Treuill and Darcque [footnote 95
above]) in eschewing the term 'megaron"for describingMycenaean buildings with rectangularplans.
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side (Fig. 19) and also probably a rear room, the floor level of which was higher than the
other interiorrooms.The building has a remarkablyformalplan, rectangularwith a strong
central axis. On this axis in the main room a stone slab supporteda central post; a circular
stone-builthearth lay behind it, and a central doorwayled into the main back room. Along
the southwesternside of the main room was a cobblestonepaving with smaller hearths set
into it. From a deposit in the northerncornerof the main room came a cache of unpainted
vessels (two cooking pots, two drinking vessels, two jugs, a large goblet, and a ladle;
P1.95:a), and in the roombehind was locatedanothercookingpot.112In contrast,numerous
fine painted ceramicswere found in the annex.113
Early in LH I the structurewas burned.Soon after, still within LH I, a new building of
the same plan as the original was built to the northeast.114Its southwesternwall was built
over the northeastwall of the burnt building (Fig. 19). Like its predecessorthis new building has several phases, as indicatedby several reorganizationsof the interior room(s) and
the additionof a back room. It was also outfittedsimilarly. On the axis of the buildingwas a
stone slab, probablya base for a post, and a large, clay-coveredcircularhearth. Present also
is a stone paving along the west side of the main room. Originally a door led from the outer
main room into an interior one; later the door was blocked up and the interior room was
dividedinto two smaller ones.
The two buildings are remarkablysimilar in layout, organizationand furnishings.Preliminary analysis of the artifactualand organicremainsof the earlier one suggestsa domestic, non-specializedfunction. Nothing from the later building indicatesa differentfunction,
and its plan and constructionover and adjacentto the remains of the earlier one permit the
conclusionthat it was an immediatereplacementfor it.
In his trench "L"north of the crown of the hill (Fig. 12), Harland uncovereda complex
of structuresof Early Mycenaean date, which he argued reflect two phases of habitation,
the first of LH I (Buildings K and L, Fig. 18) and the secondof LH II (K, L, M, N, and the
West Building).115Although no associatedfinds are preserved,Harland's observationsare
generally confirmedby results of our excavationin the adjacentEU10, where a substantial
LH IIA deposit was uncoveredin conjunctionwith poorly preservedremains of a building
112
Reported in J. C. Wright, "Excavationsat Tsoungiza (Archaia Nemea) 1981," Hesperia 51, 1982,
pp. 375-392 and J. B. Rutter, "A Ceramic Definition of Late Helladic I from Tsoungiza," Hydra 6, 1989,
pp. 1-19.
113 NVAP Inv. nos. 1104-2-1 (four-handledjar),1155-2-1 (jugletor alabaston);1155-2-2 (goblet);1155-2-3
(miniature kantharos);1165-2-1 (?miniaturejar); 1173-2-1 (teacup); 1173-2-2 (alabastron);1181-2-1 (krater); 1181-2-2 (dipper);all publishedin Rutter, op. cit., cat. nos. 1-4, 6, 10-11, 13, 16.
114 As reported in Wright ([footnote 112 above] p. 384), the excavationof 1981 discoveredindicationsof a
second,post-destructionphase in the area of the western building, including 1) a stone-built platformwith a
surface plastered with calcium carbonate (E20696.5-20697.5, N6397) and 2) a slab and associatedgoblet
base at E20694, N6397. Subsequent excavations uncovered the subsidiary rooms of the original western
building (Fig. 17), the new building to the east, and evidence of many robbed-outwalls belonging to both
structures.The material from the founding of the East building (1276-2-1, 1276-2-3, 1277-2-1, 1172-2-1) is
all LH I. This building was abandonedby the LH IIA period, as certifiedby a pit of that date cut into its
remains (cut through floor 6, Pit 6 with 1193-2-1, 1193-2-2, 1193-2-3).
115 Harland. House K is Harland's "House of the ArrowheadMaker".
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that lay 10 meters east of those of Harland's
Trench L (Fig. 20, Pl. 95:b).16 Here at the
north there seems to have been a much denser
complex of structuresduring LH II than in the
precedingperiod, although it is worth emphasizing that the buildings uncoveredby Harland (K,
L, M, N, and the West Building) each have several phases of occupation and are not all structurally independentof one another (for example,
M is a two-room extension of Building L).
In EU2 to the south, a substantial LH IIB
floor deposit was recovered. The architecture
containing this deposit is extremely poorly preserved;only the northwestern and southeastern
walls (Fig. 21, walls 3 and 6) are certainly of
that date. The floor deposit consists of plain and
decoratedvessels, including numerous examples
of common shapes for drinking such as conical
cups, teacups, and painted (including Ephyraean) and unpainted goblets (P1. 95:c). There are
also squat and piriform jars and a large askos
(P1. 95:d), but virtually no cooking vessels, all
suggesting something other than a normal domestic deposit. A large invertedpithos neck was
set in the probable western corner of the room,
while scatteredacross the floor were a variety of
objectsincluding a large piece of chert, groundstone tools, lead and bronze fragments, and faience beads.1"7These Early Mycenaean remains
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may be part of the area of settlementto the southwest in EU7, a mere 20 metersdistant.To
the east, north, and west no traces of LH IIB settlementwere discovered.118
At this stage of analysis it is difficult to evaluate the form of this Early Mycenaean
communityand how it changedover time. On the one hand, there is no traceof settlementof
this period on the hilltop, and no structurestandsout as dominant.Insteadthe site appears
to have had at least two clustersof buildings,one at the northernand one at the southeastern
side of the hilltop. All evidence presently at our disposal is consistent with a hypothetical
reconstructionof LH II Tsoungiza as a small hamlet consistingof several families cooperating together on an egalitarian and subsistencebasis.119On the other hand, the growth in
the size of the structures in EU7 and Trench L, notably through the addition of rooms,
suggestsaccommodationto increasedneeds for storage,populationgrowth,or both. Preliminary analysis of the artifacts allows some descriptiveobservations.The ceramic assemblages from EU7 and EU2 are quite different,the former containingobvious material for
cooking and storage, the latter apparently specialized for drinking. In EU10 to the north
(and also in Harland's Trench L) the frequencyof obsidian hollow points and chert tools
contrastssharply with their near absence in the southern trenches. By LH IIA the settlers
on Tsoungiza had perhapsbecomedependenton the productioncentersof the Argolid,since
the ceramics are indistinguishable from those at Mycenae that are supposed to be from
mainstream production centers. Other indications of exchange are found in the chipped
stone assemblage,where a ready-worked,creamychertblade type appears at Tsoungiza.120
Although no closed deposit of LH IIIA:1 material has been found, the presence of
vessels stylistically assignable to LH IIIA:1 in the otherwise entirely LH IIB floor deposit
just discussed, the discovery of one intact LH IIIA:1 vessel from EU7 (NVAP inv. no.
1167-2-1) and the early characterof a LH IIIA:2 deposit (discussedbelow) argue for the
continuityof settlementat this time.
An important large deposit of pottery was recoveredin EU9 from an apparently artificial cut made into the east side of the hill.121 No architecturecould be associatedwith this
LH IIIA:1, but its presenceamong the otherwise LH IIB material suggeststhat such stylistic gauges may be
less than precise. We thank Dr. Penelope Mountjoy for her opinion of this material, although the view
maintainedhere is ours.
118 To the east and north of EU2 the marl is found at 20 to 30 cm. below ground surface;we tested in both
areas (east extension of EU2, EUl 1). Resistivitytesting conductedby Carl Heron indicatedthat only bedrock
would be found in this area.
119J. C. Wright, "AnEarly Mycenaean Hamlet on Tsoungiza at Ancient Nemea," in Treuill and Darcque
(footnote95 above).
120 We thank R. Torrence for this interpretationof the blades;most were found by Harland and no longer
have a precise context, although there is no doubt that they were found in the Early Mycenaean levels of
Trench L.
121 This deposit is being studied for publicationby Mr. PatrickThomas, who providedthe descriptiongiven
here. The deposit contains relatively little patterned pottery, especially when comparedto the LH IIIA:1
deposit from the Atreus Bothrosat Mycenae (E. French, "LateHelladic IIIA2 Pottery from Mycenae,"BSA
60, 1965, pp. 159-202), and the rangeof shapes is much more limited. In the lower strata,net and scale are the
dominantpatterns on closed shapes and curved-stemspiral and stipple on the open shapes. Patternedkylikes
with the familiar linear stems are not common in these levels; stemmed bowls and goblets appear to be the
most prevalent large, open, patterned shapes. In the upper strata, the familiar LH IIIA:2 kylix is present,
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deposit, but it was found lying on a relatively flat surface cut into the bedrock,and in the
lowest strata the sherds were of small size and freshly broken. The deposit, which was
sealed by strata dating to the LH IIIB period, has yielded more than thirty complete or
near-completeprofiles, as well as large fragmentsfrom many other vessels. The date of the
depositis somewhatproblematicand complicatedby the possibilitythat it itself is stratified.
A preliminarystudy of the potterysuggeststhat the depositas a whole extends from the end
of the LH IIIA:1 period into LH IIIA:2 (early), a poorly understoodphase in the development of Mycenaean pottery. If the assigned date is correct,this deposit will help clarify one
of the majorgaps in the Mycenaean settlementsequence.122
The EU9 deposit includes much unpainted pottery, primarily fine wares, although
cooking and coarse wares are also well represented.Kylikes are the most abundantshape,
with the angular kylix more prevalentthan the roundedvariety. Shallow angular basins of
varying size are also found, in addition to cups and handleless conical cups. Many fragments from jugs, amphoras, and hydrias are also present. Cooking and coarse wares have
been noted in lesser quantities:these includetripodsand pots, coarsebasins, variouskindsof
coarsejars, and pithoi.
The most notable find from this deposit was a terracottafigure of which only the lower
two-thirds was recovered(P1. 95:e). It is related to the "Ladyof Phylakopi"type, although
the execution and decorationare cruder.123The presenceof this figurine at a small site such
as Tsoungiza is surprising, since all previously reported figures of this sort were found
either in palatial contexts or large centers such as Phylakopi. The Tsoungiza figure is the
earliest securely datable example of this variety, confirming the suggestion of Elizabeth
French that this terracottafigure type began in LH IIIA.124Several other small figurines
were recoveredfrom this deposit, most notablytwo examples of the rare "Breadmaker"type
(P1. 95:f).125
The interpretationof this depositis difficult.Were it not for the terracottafigure, probably no cultic significancewould be supposed,126for there are no obviouscultic implements
although not in great quantity. Small, patternedstirrupjars also become more common. Curiously, the two
most common LH IIIA:2 patterns, the Mycenaean III Flower (Furumark Motif 18) and the Whorlshell
(FM 23), are scarcely represented,the Flower appearing only on the shoulder of the stirrup jar, and the
Whorlshell not at all. The lack of these patterns suggests that the deposit terminates before the LH IIIA:2
(late) period. Various systems of monochromedecoration,however, are the most common form of painted
decoration.Monochrome kylikes and stemmed bowls, which are painted solidly inside and out, occur most
frequently,but there are substantial numbersof kylikes and stemmedbowls which are painted solidly on the
inside, with the outside left plain, or with only a thin band at the lip. The latter system of decorationmay
representa continuationof the mono-in goblets characteristicof the LH IIB period. Much less frequent are
stemmedbowls which are solidly painted on the outside and plain on the inside.
122
French, op. cit., pp. 193-197; French, p. 215.
123

French.

French, p. 215.
C. W. Blegen, "A Mycenaean Breadmaker,"ASAtene, n.s. 8-10, 1946-1948, pp. 13-16; E. French,
"The Developmentof Mycenaean TerracottaFigurines,"BSA 66,1971 (pp. 101-187), p. 173.
126 Dr. Paul Halstead has remarked,however, that his preliminary sort through the faunal material from
the deposit suggests its special nature (personal communication);in general on the interpretationof figurines
124
125
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or vessels,only potteryof ordinarydomesticnature. If, as was suggestedabove,the depositis
stratified,a careful examinationof the pottery from the level in which the figure was found
may provide a better insight into the circumstancesof its disposal. The figure itself is partially burned,as are a few of the relativelycompletepatternedand plain fine-ware vessels so
far mended. Further study should indicate whether these vessels and the figure were deposited at the same time, perhaps as a result of the same event.
In EU2 (SU's 209 and 228), a large deposit of early LH IIIB:1 potterywas discovered
in a rubbish pit west of a long building of the same date (Figs. 15 and 21, Pit 1).127 The
building has only been preliminarilystudied,but it is clear that it was laid into the remains
of the LH II building in the western part of EU2. It is orientednortheastto southwestand
was at least 15 meters long, with a courtyardto the north. The pit possibly containedthe
domestic refuse of the household, since many animal bones and some ground-stone tool
fragmentswere found as well. Although fragmentaryand worn, the depositis significantfor
its size (more than 20,000 sherds), its range of shapes and patterns, and its exceptional
purity, with no later intrusions,and only very small quantitiesof earlierpottery.It seems, in
fact, to contain a nearly complete record of the ceramic assemblage in use at Tsoungiza
during this period. As with all our units, all the sherds have been saved, making it a particularly good source for comparativematerial for other depositsof this date. Stemmedand
deep bowls are the most common decoratedshapes, but kylikes, kraters, and other open
shapes are well represented,while a relatively small number of closed shapes are present.
Unpainted pottery, however, forms the bulk of the deposit, with fine cooking and coarse
wares all abundantlyrepresented.A detailedexaminationof the depositsuggeststhat all the
material belongs to the early part of the LH IIIB:1 period, with some of the pottery exhibiting "holdover"LH IIIA:2 characteristics.Two other ceramicdumps have been excavated in the eastern third of EU8. LH III architecturalremains are widely distributedover
the site (Fig. 13: EU8, EU3, 1979 trenches,EU2, EU9, EU10, and EU5).
The LH IIIB settlement is much more extensive than anticipatedat the outset of our
investigations. Remains are widely distributed around the hillside and represent diverse
activities.The early LH IIIA:2 deposit with its special objectsmay indicatethat the site by
that time already had become more importantthan preservedremains would indicate. In
LH IIIB it appears still to have been the primary site of the valley. How then does it compare to its neighborto the east at Zygouries,where the well-built and planned roomsof the
"Potter'sShop"with remains of frescoes,stockpiledvessels, and possible industrial activity
suggest a specializedcenter in close contactwith a palace?128If Mycenae controlledareas to
see M. Voigt, Hajji Firuz Tepe, Iran: The Neolithic Settlement,Philadelphia 1983, pp. 186-202, especially
her discussion of the functional interpretationof figurines by analysis of use wear and of their means of
disposal.
127 This deposit is being studied for publication by Patrick Thomas, who provided the description given
here. Dabney is publishing the architectureand context of the LH III settlement.
128 For the fresco remains see C. W. Blegen, Zygouries.A PrehistoricSettlement in the Valley of Cleonai,
Cambridge, Mass. 1928, p. 37 and pl. III; for the possible use of the "Potter'sShop" as a perfumed-oil
workshop see P. M. Thomas, "A Mycenaean PerfumedOil Workshop at Zygouries?"AJA 92, 1988, p. 254
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its north, as recentlysuggestedin severaldiscussions,129
then it is conceivablethat centersin
the differentregionsof the Corinthiawere used as administrativeoutpostsof the palace, not
unlike the situation in Neopalatial Crete.130
The latest stratified material on the hill is LH IIIB:2 date and comes from buildings
excavatedin 1979 and from EU3, EU7, and EU8.131 The ceramiccontentscontain Rosette
and Group B deep bowls.132EU9 contains a few sherds of LH IIIC medium band bowls,
but not from architecturalcontexts. Thus it appears that the settlementwas abandonedat
the end of LH IIIB:2 but that some activitycontinuedinto LH IIIC. Thereafterthe site was
unoccupied,except for possible occasional use for farming, as the presence of rare sherds
and tiles of periods concurrentwith the use of the Sanctuaryof Zeus attests.
Summary
The excavations on Tsoungiza Hill have been extensive enough through the test
trenchesand majorareas opened up to ascertainthat this sketchof the distributionof architectural remains and deposits is probablyan approximatelycorrectpicture of the phases of
occupation.In part this conclusionis corroboratedby the results of the survey (pp. 603-617
above), which show a correspondingpatternof occupationthroughoutthe surveyarea. This
is a local pattern of periodic habitation (during EN/early MN, FN through mid-EH II,
part of EH III, late MH III-LH IIIB:2) punctuatedby abandonment(duringmost of MN
and LN, late EH II-early EH III, and most of MH) duringwhich Tsoungiza seems always
to have been a focus for settlement. In relation to the larger region of the northeastern
Peloponnesos,Tsoungiza was frequently abandonedduring times when other settlements
flourished,perhaps another sign of the fragility of settlementin the valley.
CONCLUSIONS
It should by now be clear that all facets of our investigationare closely related.Also evident
is that each componentof NVAP has much to contributeto the others, and that answers to
virtually all questions of regional scope of the kind describedin the introductionto this
paper not only can profit from but even demandthe acquisitionand integrationof information from all aspects of the project.For example, data from survey, however valuable and
(abstract);a recentstudy by I. M. Shear ("The Panagia Houses at Mycenae and the 'Potter'sShop' at Zygouries," in d1tXt'a
I, Athens 1986, pp. 85-98) has reinterpretedthe plan of this
eds]FcopylovE. MvXcovacv
c'7r7)
building.
129Dickinson;E. Vermeule, "BabyAigisthos and the Bronze Age,"PCPS213, 1987 (pp. 121-152), p. 133;
Wright et al., "EarlyMycenaean Settlement."
130 Dabney in M. K. Dabney and J. C. Wright, "MortuaryCustoms, Palatial Society and State Formation
in the Aegean Area:A ComparativeStudy,"in Celebrationsof Death and Divinity in the Argolid (ActaAth40,
40), R. Hagg and N. Marinatos, edd., Stockholm1990, pp. 45-47; S. Hood, "The Minoan 'CountryHouse'
and Minoan Society,"in Minoan Society, 0. Krzyszkowskaand L. Nixon, edd., Bristol 1983, pp. 129-135.
131 Footnote 91 above;we thank Ms. Dina Kaza, who excavatedthis material for the Greek Archaeological
Service,for permissionto mention it here.
132 E. S. Sherratt, "RegionalVariation in the Pottery of Late Helladic IIIB," BSA75, 1980 (pp. 175-202),
pp. 178-180, 200-201.
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essential, certainly should not be consideredin isolation. In the past, extensively excavated
sites, such as Tsoungiza and the Sanctuaryof Zeus, have figuredprominentlyin the reconstructionof hierarchiesof settlementand have servedas points of articulationbetween local
and external economic, social, and ideological systems. Certainly survey amplifies the appreciation for the size, nature, and extent of occupationin such places, and utilization of
information from both survey and excavation is critical for the reconstructionof comprehensive patternsof land use within areas encompassedby such sites. Frequently,as we hope
to have demonstratedin the case of Phlius, surveyand excavationcan in concertenable us to
outline a far more completepicture of activitiesat a site than would be possible with either
techniquealone. The sum of the results of surveyand geologicalinvestigationsalso promises
to be greater than its parts. As we have already observed,it is certainlynot a new idea that
geomorphologicalstudies enable us to estimate the extent to which present land forms approximatethose of the past, and thus to evaluatethe degreeto which distributionalpatterns
of ancient artifactsmay be the creationsof non-culturalprocesses.The promise of reciprocal contributionsby survey to Quaternary studies has, perhaps, been less appreciatedor
explored. For example, we fully expect sometimesto be able to suggest on archaeological
groundsa terminus ante quem for the depositionof a soil horizon by examining the dates of
the earliest artifacts found on its surface. It will be our emphasis on individual artifacts,
rather than sites, that permits such analyses, since in many cases alluvial soils have never
servedas a focus for permanentsettlement.
The final picture that we draw of the history of settlement in the area of the Nemea
Valley will not (and should not) depend on data collectedby surface survey and excavation
alone. In our search for those general processes that have determinedthe distributionof
population and have regulatedthe allocationof land to various human activitiesin the past
we have recognizedthat the material culture of the past must be integratedwith that of the
presentthroughethnoarchaeologicalstudiesof the sortdescribedabove(pp. 594-603). Physical remains,oral traditions,and the analysis of written recordsoffer an opportunityto study
in well-documented (in some cases "living")contexts the formation, disintegration, and
transpositionof towns and villages, as well as the material consequencesof many different
kinds of human behavior and agriculturalpractices.The ethnoarchaeologistmay even, as
we have already observed,adopt the very techniques of surface survey to collect artifacts
from recentlyoccupiedsites. An obsessionwith the presentwould, of course,limit our investigations to those types of activities and processesthat operate at present, but the rich archaeologicalrecord of the past that we have sketchedallows us to gain access to a lengthy
series of pre-moderncase studies which, while less detailed than those describedby ethnoarchaeologicalfieldwork, are more frequent in number and span the millennia since the
first establishmentof agriculturalpopulationsin southernGreece.Within this range of case
studies lies the potential both for isolating "timeless"responsesof man to his surroundings,
those material correlatesof economicor social behaviorthat are truly universal and independent of temporally specific systems, and for exploring the evolution of particularadaptations to local cultural and natural environments.Modern and pre-modern patterns of
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settlement and land use must each be treated as independent case studies. We must not
projectthe present into the past. Rather both must play complementaryroles in the formation and testing of hypothesesabout the relationshipbetween human behaviorand material
culture.
In conclusionwe turn to a discussionof what is the most striking phenomenonof human behavior recognizedin the area of the Nemea Valley, a pattern particularlyacute in
the main valley of Ancient Nemea itself, namely the periodicityof settlement.Why were the
valley and its adjacentareas at times apparently uninhabited (if not totally unexploited)?
To what extent have natural and cultural factors determinedsettlement patterns? In this
concludingsectionwe review the evidencefrom two periodsof the past duringwhich, on the
basis of our research, density of habitation in the Nemea area appears to have fluctuated
markedly,namely the Bronze Age and the modernperiod. The similaritybetween patterns
of occupationand abandonmentat these times raises the possibilitythat it may be possibleto
generalize more broadlyabout factorsthat have in the past determinedsettlementdensities
and the distributionsof settlementsin the landscape. At the same time the striking difference in the nature of our understandingof Bronze Age and modernlife illustratesthe problems inherent in such generalization.
PATTERNS OF SETTLEMENT AND ABANDONMENT IN THE BRONZE AGE

The abandonmentof the valley within the Middle Neolithic marksthe beginningof the
first of several cycles of depopulationin later prehistorictimes. In many cases such phases
seem to follow after periods of relatively intense land use and settlement, when there is
ample evidencethat local communitieswere integratedinto regional exchange systemsembracing areas well outside the limits of our study area. For example, during the Middle
Neolithic the characterof patternedurfirnis ceramicsat the sites investigatedby the survey
in the Tretos Pass points to ties with settlementselsewhere in southernGreece."33
As evidencefrom Tsoungiza clearly demonstrates,resettlementof the valley and adjacent areas began at the time of the transition between the Final Neolithic period and the
Early BronzeAge, and severalother smaller settlementsperseveredthroughoutmuch of the
3rd millennium B.C. At this time when there is considerableevidence for the existence of
increasingly complex societies elsewhere in southern Greece,134imports discovered at
Tsoungiza and survey sites (e.g. the lead stamp [P1.94:e] and pottery from as far away as
the Saronic Gulf) suggest that communities in the valley were linked with regional exchange networks.The sequenceof Early Bronze Age settlementat Tsoungiza permits us to
reconstructthe events leading up to a MH phase of abandonmentin even more detail.
however, does not display notably common MN shapes and decorativeschemes, although
MN linear decoratedand urfirnis ceramicsare represented.See also the split-leg type of figurine found at Site
702, published in Cherry et al., 1988, and evidence of its wider distributionas presentedby L. E. Talalay,
"Rethinkingthe Function of Clay Figurine Legs from Neolithic Greece:An Argumentby Analogy,"AJA 91,
1987, pp. 161-169 and W. W. Phelps, "PrehistoricFigurines from Corinth,"Hesperia 56, 1987 (pp. 233253), pp. 235-238.
134 Pullen (footnote 103 above);Roberts (footnote61 above);Hagg and Konsola (footnote 100 above).
33 Tsoungiza,
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There, an apparentcessationof habitationin the later phases of EH II lasted until the early
stages of EH III and seems to presage depopulationduringthe Middle BronzeAge. Only at
Tsoungiza is there evidencefor extensive EBA settlementafter EH II, but it too was abandonedbeforethe end of this period.
The Middle Bronze Age in southern Greece appears generally to have been a time of
reducednumbersof settlements,characterizedby a generallylower level of social complexity, although there is plentiful evidence for imported goods.135The pattern in the Nemea
area is clear. Neither Tsoungiza nor any other location (including Zygouries to the east)
appearsto have been inhabitedbeforethe late MH period.136There is no evidencethat the
populationsof EH settlementscontractedinto a smaller numberof larger centers,a process
that has been suggested to explain the reduced number of MH settlements elsewhere in
Greece. 137

It seems hardly a coincidencethat repopulationof the valley at the end of the Middle
Bronze Age correspondsso closely with the re-emergenceof regional social complexity in
the northeasternPeloponnesos. Tsoungiza is again the major settlement in the area and
may have been the first to be reoccupied. Still in Early Mycenaean times, small establishments were foundedat several other locationsdispersedthroughoutthe study area.138
Occupationin the valley appears to have been continuousthroughoutthe Late Bronze
Age. Tsoungiza remained the largest settlement, while a few smaller communities were
dispersedaround it. Remarkably,the destructionsat Mycenae at the end of LH IIIB also
mark a significantmoment in the history of settlementat Nemea. The fact that occupation
did not continue on any scale into LH IIIC either at Tsoungiza or elsewhere underscores
the magnitudeof the change that accompaniedthe deteriorationof the Mycenaean palacecenteredeconomy (p. 638 above).139Indeed,the entire history of Mycenaean occupationin
the area appears closely bound to the developmentand collapse of the larger centersof the
northeasternPeloponnesos.
In this regard, it is worth emphasizing that Dickinson and others have, in fact, suggested that the Corinthia (and with it the area of Nemea) lay under Mycenae's control
135 Dickinson (footnote 108 above);J. B. Rutter and C. Zerner, "Early Hellado-Minoan Contacts,"in The
Minoan Thalassocracy,Myth and Reality (SkrifterUtgivna av SvenskaInstitutet i Athen 32), R. Hagg and
N. Marinatos, edd., Stockholm1984, pp. 75-83; C. Zerner, "MiddleHelladic and Late Helladic Potteryfrom
Lerna,"Hydra 2, 1986, pp. 58-73; eadem, "Middle Helladic and Late Helladic Pottery from Lerna: Part II,
Shapes,"Hydra 4,1988, pp. 1-10; R. Howell, "The Origins of the Middle Helladic Culture,"in Bronze Age
Migrations in the Aegean, R. Crosslandand A. Birchall, edd., Park Ridge, N.J. 1974, pp. 73-106; G. Nordquist, A Middle Helladic Village.Asine in the Argolid (Boreas 16), Uppsala 1987.
136 See Rutter.
137
Wright et al., "Early Mycenaean Settlement."
138 Wright et al., "Early Mycenaean Settlement."
139 As recentlyremarkedby severalscholars(Sherratt[footnote132 above]p. 203; J. C. Wright, "Changesin
Form and Function of the Palace at Pylos," in Pylos ComesAlive, Industry and Administrationin a Mycenaean Palace, C. W. Shelmerdineand T. G. Palaima, edd., New York 1984 [pp. 19-29], p. 29), the end of the
Mycenaean palatial system was probably more a long-term process than a collapse. At Tsoungiza the site
appears to have declined between LH IIIB:1 and LH IIIB:2, notwithstandingthe few pieces of LH IIIC
discovered,and this processprobablycorrespondsto the changing economicand political fortunes of the central areas. We thank Rutter for bringing the evidenceof this phenomenonat Tsoungiza to our attention.
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during the Late Bronze Age.140External dominationwould thus explain the absenceto the
north of Mycenae of any center comparableto it in wealth or power. Indeed, such a reconstructionseems at least plausible. The existenceof a road system leading north from Mycenae togetherwith the lack of attentionto defensesof all the sites in the Corinthiamay point
to external control.141Moreover, Emily Vermeule has appropriatelyremarkedon the close
correspondencebetween the situation describedin the Iliad and-that implied by the legendary links between the elite families of Mycenae and Sikyon:"Mycenaeheld the valleys
northwardto Corinth, Sikyon,the Gulf of Corinth,and along its southernShoretowardold
Achaia....

"142

PATTERNS

OF SETTLEMENT

AND ABANDONMENT

IN THE MODERN

PERIOD AT NEMEA

Modern patterns of settlementand land use in the Nemea area exhibit discontinuities
no less strikingthan those of the prehistoricperiods.Few finds from the surveycan be dated
to the periodsof Turkish occupationof the northeastPeloponnesos.While this circumstance
might partly reflect our currentlyimpoverishedknowledge of ceramicsproducedand used
at this time, documentaryand ethnohistoricalaccounts as well as a lack of recognizable
imports from outside the area also suggest that habitation was restricted.The growth of
substantialpopulationcentersin the valley began, in fact, only with Greek Independence.
Traditionally the two majortransportationroutes in this part of southern Greece have
both skirtedthe main Nemea valley, although settlementsthere would have had easy access
to them. To the west, communicationsbetween the western Corinthia (including the territories of the Classical poleis of Sikyon, Phlius, and Stymphalos) and the Argive Plain followed a route throughthe XeropotamosValley over Xenophon's Kelossa Pass; directroutes
between Corinth and Argos, on the other hand, ran through the LongopotamosValley and
the Tretos Pass. The formation of the modern state of Greece and of a national Greek
economy has had profound consequencesfor the structureof regional transportationsystems. With the constructionof the Peloponnesianrailroad,ca. 1890, the Kelossa Pass ceased
to serve as a major route to Argos, and travel between the Phliasian Plain and Argos was
redirectedalong an east-west corridorthrough the valley of Ancient Nemea. Access to the
marketsof Athens and Corinth led to local intensificationof agricultureand a remarkable
increasein population within the valley.
Ethnohistoricalsourcesshow that highland areas of the western Corinthia have played
an importantrole in the repopulationof the Nemea Valley in the years since Greek Independence and that, at least since the period of Turkish domination, the valley has been
exploited by pastoralistspermanentlybased far to the west. Holdings of the monasteryof
Agios Georgios in the plain of Pheneos (Fig. 2), for example, included the Xerokampos
Valley and were leasedto upland-basedshepherdsfor winter pasturage.It would be foolish,
140 Dickinson;cf. Thomas' argument (footnote 128 above) that the "Potter'sShop"at Zygouries was a perfume workshop.Would it have been an external productioncenter for the palace at Mycenae?
141 H. Steffen, ed., Karten von Mykenai, Berlin 1884; G. Mylonas, Mycenae and the Mycenaean Age,
Princeton 1966; J. C. Wright, Mycenaean Masonry and Elements of Construction(diss. Bryn Mawr College
1978).
142 Vermeule (footnote 129 above).
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however,to argue that such close relationsbetween the Nemea area and the uplands necessarily existed before the Turkish and modernperiods, for it seems clear that the very existence of large-scalepastoralismand of long-distancetranshumance(i.e., practicesof the sort
that have bound the two areas in recent centuries) are dependenton a developedmarket
economythat permits such agriculturalspecialization.In antiquity herdingwas most likely
conductedon a much reducedscale, and flocksmovedover much smaller distances.143
The archaeologicalexamination of pastoralistcamps should, however, allow us to recognize patternsof material culture associatedwith such activitiesand to build more general
models useful for testing hypotheses about the nature of land use in the past, especially at
those times when the study area itself does not appear to have been the focus of permanent
settlement.The processby which the valley was repopulatedat the end of the 19th century,
as well as the motivationsfor resettlement,also providefood for thought.Upland shepherds,
already exploiting the valley as a source of seasonal pasturage,settled here permanentlyto
take advantageof the proximity of the location to regional markets at Argos and Corinth.
The establishmentof local productionand processingnetworks, such as that which linked
the agriculturalcommunitiesof Linoi and Heraklion to the mill at Chani Anesti provided
for export of surplus from the valley to majorareas of early modernGreece.
SUMMARY

The fortunes of the Nemea Valley seem at most times in the past to reflect the complexity of the political economyof the northeastPeloponnesos.Both in the Bronze Age and
in the past few centuries, extensive settlementhas been the rule only at times when developed regionalpolitical economieshave embracedthis region.The motivationsfor settlement
in modern times are clear. Opportunitiesfor the formationof capital have encouragedintensification of agricultural productionbeyond subsistence levels. To accept that similar
causes were responsible for the similar patterns of settlement and abandonmentwe have
recognized in prehistoric times, however, would be methodologicallyunsound; for, in so
doing, we would fall victims to the fallacy of equifinality,to the assumptionthat equivalent
responses in material culture can be producedby only a single set of social circumstances.
Ethnographicallydocumentedexplanations for the modern period cannot be uncritically
projectedinto the past to provideready-madeexplanationsfor archaeologicallydocumented
patterns in periods during which very different regional political and economic organizations may have obtained.
But what, then, was the stimulus for settlementin the Nemea valley during the Bronze
Age, when the very existenceof any marketeconomyis in doubt?Changesin technologyand
agriculturaleconomyfromthe Late Neolithic to the Early BronzeAge may have facilitateda
more successfulexploitationof the land than previously.144 During the Late Helladic period
143J. F. Cherry, "Pastoralismand the Role of Animals in the Pre- and ProtohistoricEconomies of the
Aegean," in Pastoral Economies in Classical Antiquity (CambridgePhilosophical Society, Suppl. Vol. 14),
C. R. Whittaker, ed., Cambridge1988, pp. 6-34.
144 P. Halstead, "Traditionaland Ancient Rural Economyin MediterraneanEurope:Plus pa change?"JHS
107, 1987, pp. 77-87.
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the deliberatedesire of external areas to createa surplus of produceby encouragingagricultural productionin the valley might partly explain the stability of Mycenaean settlement.
The initial settlementduringthe late Middle Helladic period,however,certainlyappearsto
have been promotedby other,moregeneral,circumstances,perhapsconnectedwith the overall increasein economicactivityin the Aegean at this time. These hypothesesdefine important researchobjectivesthat focus on the importantquestionof whether in pre-moderntimes
there was productionbeyondsubsistencewithin the study area.
Whether or not Nemea was directly controlledby external centers during the Bronze
Age, the fact that times of considerablesettlement in the area coincided with periods of
complex social, economic,and political systemsin the Argolid and the Corinthiashows that
the fortunes of settlement have been dependent on circumstancesexternal to the valley.
Social concernsmay have played a majorrole. For example, small settlementslike Tsoungiza probably dependedupon exchange of marriage partners to sustain their populations.
The very survival of the community may have depended upon membership in regional
social systems.This may explain how settlementin the area could have been viable at times
in the past, in particular during the Middle Neolithic, when it would be difficultto argue
that opportunities for profit making in regional market economieswere a motivation for
expandedsettlementor more intense land use.
It is already clear, however,that the specificenvironmentof the Nemea area is likely to
have itself played an important role in determiningthe past population trends and settlement patterns.Our own studies confirmthe results of other geomorphologicalinvestigations
in the northeastPeloponnesos,which indicatethat for the most part the Holocene landscape
has been remarkably stable;145there is little evidence that the valley has been subject to
catastrophic environmental changes that would have inhibited settlement. The natural
landscapeappearsto have been significantlyalteredonly within the later Neolithic or Early
BronzeAge by extensive erosion,perhaps, at least in part, precipitatedby cultural activities
such as deforestationand overgrazing.
Nonetheless, there remain micro-environmentalfactorsthat may partly accountfor the
radical changes in land use that have followed on the collapse of complex regional systems.
We know that in early moderntimes it has been and continuesto be necessaryto drain the
main valley of Nemea by clearing natural drainage channels;previously much of the land
had become swampy (and possibly malarial). Likewise, it is clear from geomorphological
investigationsthat similar conditionswere present at times in antiquity.146It is likely that
after a period of abandonmentthe re-establishmentof a successful agriculturalsystem on
the valley floor requiredconsiderableinvestmentin manpowerto recreatesuitable drainage
for agriculture in the valley; such seems to have been the case during the Early Christian
145 T. H. Van Andel, C. N. Runnels, and K. 0. Pope, "FiveThousand Years of Land Use and Abuse in the
Southern Argolid, Greece,"Hesperia 55, 1986, pp. 103-128; Van Andel and Runnels (footnote 13 above);
E. Finke, LandscapeEvolutionof the ArgivePlain, Greece:Paleoecology,HoloceneDepositionalHistory, and
CoastlineChange (diss. StanfordUniversity 1988).
146 Swamps are noted on the present geological maps of the area, and we have inspectedand cored them in
the Kleonai, Nemea, and Phliasian valleys, and in the basin of Stymphalos. The questions posed here regarding the viability of settlement are equally applicable for these areas, all of which, including the higher
plain of Pheneos, supportedClassical-periodpoleis.
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and Byzantineperiods,to judge from evidencefromthe Sanctuary.147These were periodsof
relatively high population throughout the valley; during periods of smaller and dispersed
population, settlers probably could not muster the strength necessaryfor such an activity,
and their settlementsmay have enduredonly briefly.
Continuing geomorphologicalinvestigations in tandem with ethnohistoricalresearch
promiseto documentthese natural phenomenamore fully. Such environmentallimitations,
if they played a significantrole in the past, provideonly partial answers to the question of
why the valley never became a majorcenter of population during either the Bronze Age or
historical times. Clearly size and, perhaps more important,location, were other factors in
this equation, for in all periods for which we have reasonably sufficient information,the
neighboring Kleonai and Phlius valleys always outstrippedthe Nemea Valley in agricultural developmentand in the emergenceof centers of power. Perhaps only after the prior
establishment of centers outside the area of the valley of Ancient Nemea have adequate
human resourcesbeen available to make permanent occupationin the valley possible and
attractive. If so, it is perhaps easier to understandwhy settlements at Nemea have never
truly brokenthe yoke of dependencethat has boundthem to their neighborsfor the past four
millennia. The valley's fortunes have, it seems, always reflected those of larger systems
aroundit; its developmentcan only be understoodin contextof the larger worlds of which it
has been a part.
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APPENDIX: CERAMICS OF THE HISTORIC PERIOD
(PLATES

96 and 97)

The relative isolation of the area surveyed, as documentedby its ceramic remains, has
alreadybeen mentioned(p. 610 above). This Appendix presentsa brief overviewof the pottery evidencethat supports those statementsand coincidentallyillustrates the value of surface collectionsfor the study of wider economicissues.148The loss of the precisionprovided
by stratigraphiccontrol and poor preservationcannot be underestimated;it is, however, at
least partially offset by the considerablegain in geographiccoveragewhich allows the researcher,viewing the ceramicsof an entire region as an entity and freed from the natural
distortioncaused by the particularsof individual sites, to speak with some authority about
local fabricsand over-all patternsof import into an area.
For chronologicaland fabricclassificationwe have fortunatelybeen able to draw on the
published results of extensive excavations at ancient Corinth and Argos, the two major
centersbetween which the study area lies, as well as the largely unpublishedfinds from the
excavations at the Sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea kindly made available to us by Professor
Stephen G. Miller. In attemptingto differentiatestrictly local products,namely those producedin the area surveyedor at near-by local centerslike Kleonai,frommaterialoriginating
near by, in the Corinthia and the Argolid, we have encounteredseveral difficulties.Strong
stylistic influence exerted by these two dominant centers sometimes resulted in a koine of
style and techniquethroughoutthe northeasternPeloponnesos,a circumstancethat makes it
extremely hard to distinguish local manufactures.The situation is further complicatedby
our imperfectknowledgeof the productsof Argos itself, of other Argive sites, and especially
of the local centers at Phlius and Kleonai, both as yet barely explored. Furthermore,the
geologicalsimilaritybetween Nemea and the territoriesof its neighborspreventsdifferentiation of fabrics.149Initial study suggests that some fabrics thought prior to the start of the
projectto be Corinthian or Argive may also have been manufacturedin the study region,
while in some periods distinct local styles and fabricscan be recognized.The two new kilns
that we have identified(p. 609-6 10 above)provelocal productionduring some periods.
148 See footnote 56 above for acknowledgmentof the help provided by many scholars without whom this
reportwould not be possible. I am especiallyindebtedto ProfessorKathleenSlane, who regularlyconsultedon
pottery of the Roman and other periods during the 1984-1987 seasons, and to Thomas Strasser and Effie
Athanassopouloufor assistance in the Nemea Museum. This report is based largely on work conductedat
Nemea in the summers of 1984-1986. I am grateful to Professors G. Roger Edwards and Slane for their
commentson earlier versionsof this text.
The prefix "S"distinguishescataloguenumbersof the Surveyfrom those from the excavationon Tsoungiza Hill. Numbers starting with three or fewer digits are from sites (e.g., S 505-2-4 is from Site 505); those
with four-digitprefixes startingwith 9 were collectedfrom tracts (e.g., S 9556-2-75 is fromArea V, Sector56).
149 Cf. Biers, 1971, pp. 401-402 on the difficulties of distinguishing the fabric of Phlius from those of
Corinth and Argive sites. He and other scholars seem to apply the term "Argive"loosely to products from
various centersin the Argive plain.
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The earliest find after the BronzeAge is the conicalbase of a Protogeometricskyphosor
cup of a type commonin the Argolid (Fig. 22:a).150Not much later are two vessels apparently from a grave at Phlius: an almost completepainted aryballosof the Early or Middle
Geometricperiod (Fig. 22:c, P1.96:a, right),151similar to examples from the Corinthia,and
an unpainted handmade "Argive Monochrome"version of the same shape (Fig. 22:b,
P1. 96:a, left).152From the ash altar of Zeus Apesantios on Mt. Phoukas were collected
several thousand small fragments, many in a Geometric style of Corinthian character
(Fig. 22:d, e).153
In the Archaic and subsequentperiodsthe finds are more widely dispersedand show a
greater range. The new votive deposit from Phlius (p. 613 above) strengthensthe case for
local productionof pottery and figurines there during the Archaic and Classical periods.
Unlike the deposit excavatedat Phlius in 1925, in which the majorityof the figurine types
are male, in the new one all 30 fragmentsthat are well-enough preservedfor identification
seem to come from seated or standing female types.154Eleven are handmade, either birdfaced heads or lower portions of seated females, and can be dated to the seventh and sixth
centuries B.C. (P1. 96:b).155The remainder,moldmadeand mostly flat backed, come from
standing female types of the 6th and 5th centuries B.C.156 Of the later examples, one
(S 9413-2-142, P1. 96:c)157belongs to a Corinthian mold type which does not occur in
contexts dated before the second half of the 5th century B.C., while a head with polos
150
S 9372-2-8. Painted inside only. Cf. B. Wells, Asine, II, iv, The ProtogeometricPeriod: Catalogueof
Pottery and Other Artifacts,Part 3: Results of the Excavations East of the Acropolis 1970-1974, Stockholm
1983, pp. 188, 201-202, 208.
151 S 9413-2-468; the fabric is pale with paint that adheres well; cf. J. N. Coldstream, Greek Geometric
Pottery:A Survey of Ten Local Styles and Their Chronology,London 1968, pp. 93-95, pl. 17:b, c; the sequence postulated by P. Lawrence ('Five Grave Groups from the Corinthia,"Hesperia 33, 1964 [pp. 89107], pp. 90-91, note 5) may not take account of local variation, especially as the type occurs also in the
Argolid.
152 S 9413-2-476; cf. S. S. Weinberg, Corinth,VII, i, The Geometricand OrientalizingPottery,Cambridge,
Mass. 1943, nos. 16-18, p. 7, 51, p. 15, 66, p. 18, pls. 2, 9,10; Lawrence (footnote151 above), M3, pp. 90-91,
pl. 17; N. Kourou, "A propos de quelques ateliers de ceramique fine, non tourne du type 'Argien Monochrome',"BCH 111, 1987 (pp. 31-51), p. 35.
153 Fig. 22:d: S 306-2-29, from the wall of a closed shape; Fig. 22:e: S 306-2-23; jar neck, probablyMiddle
Geometric.
154 For the 1925 deposit, see Biers, 1971. In the new depositanother31 fragmentsprobablyfrom figurinesof
the same types include probable chair legs, laps of seated figures, struts, and pieces too worn for certain
identification.
155 S 9413-2-287, S 9413-2-305, S 9413-2-280, S 9413-2-309, S 9413-2-301. Cf. Biers, 1971, nos. 76-82,
pp. 418-419. M. Guggisberg("Terrakottenvon Argos. Ein Fundkomplexaus dem Theater,"BCH 112,1988
[pp. 167-234], pp. 170-173) now argues that the productionof such figuresat Argos begins no earlierthan the
6th centuryB.C.
156At least one hollow-backed example has been identified, S 9413-2-288 (not illustrated). Given the
longevityand conservatismof coroplastictypes, the possibilitythat some were made somewhat later cannotbe
excluded.
157 Cf. A. N. Stillwell, Corinth, XV, ii, The Potters' Quarter:The Terracottas,Princeton 1952, Class X,
nos. 8, 9, 10, p. 90, pl. 14, Spes type IIA.
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FIG.22. Survey, ceramics,Geometric:a, S 9372-2-8; b, S 9413-2-476; c, S 9413-2-468; d, S 306-2-29;
e, S 306-2-23. Archaic-Classical deposit from Phlius: f, S 9413-2-197; g, S 9413-2-219;
h, S 9413-2-224; i, S 9413-2-202; j, S 9413-2-227; k, S 9413-2-270; 1, S 9413-2-211;
m, S 9413-2-212
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(S 9413-2-307, P1. 96:c)158is related to Corinthian types generally found in Classical
contexts. Struts applied to the backsof severalArchaicmoldedfigurines (P1.96:d)159represent a local, quite possibly Phliasian, innovation.
Pottery from this deposit includes fine, painted, and votive pieces, along with a few
utilitarian shapes and fabrics. In contrastto the 1925 deposit, not only miniaturesbut also
full-size shapes are well represented.While Corinthianimportsoccur, much of the pottery
seems local and finds close parallels in the 1925 deposit, at the Agamemnoneionat Mycenae, and in the Sanctuaryof Zeus at Nemea. Many of the Archaic shapes representedare
connectedwith the drinkingand servingof wine, includingkraters(Fig. 22:f),160kantharoi
(Fig. 22:g, h),161 kalathoi (Fig. 22:i),162and oinochoai (Fig. 22:j).163Other fragments
(Fig. 22:k, 1)164 probablycome from Classical versions of the cup and krater forms. While
the paint used on many pieces is fugitive, many others were probablyleft plain; examples
like the unpainted, semicoarsebase of a closed(?) form (Fig. 22:m)165probably represent
survivalsof the Argive Monochrometraditionand are not easily dated.
Archaicand Classical painted and black-glazedpotterywas certainlyimportedinto the
region from Corinth and Attica, although small fragments are not always easily distinguished from local and Argivewares. Of the many examples a few warrantspecial comment
in this context. Classical black-glazed fragments seem to belong to a Classical Attic mug
that was discoloredby burning (Fig. 23:a);166however, a virtually completeplate from the
158 Cf. ibid., Class VIII, 54, p. 78, pl. 14; Class X, nos. 1, 2, pp. 88-89, pl. 15, nos. 24, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33,
pp. 92-94, pls. 15, 16; Class XI, no. 1, p. 76, pl. 17, and the protomesClass XII, e.g. no. 12, pp. 100-101,
p1. 19; on their dating, p. 85.
"I S 9413-2-300, S 9413-2-310, S 9413-2-295, S 9413-2-187, S 9413-2-319, S 9413-2-293, S 9413-2-290.
Such struts are applied to moldmadefigurines of several types from the 1925 deposit and to standing female
figurines from the Argive Heraion; Biers, 1971, pp. 419-420 and nos. 86-91, 99, pp. 420-422; C. Waldstein
and G. H. Chase, "The Terracotta Figurines,"in The Argive Heraeum, II, C. Waldstein, ed., Boston 1905
(pp. 3-44), p. 32, nos. 135 (fig. 56) and 136 (3 examples, none illustrated). The examples from the Heraion
may be Phliasian imports.A uniformsoft, pale gray fabricwhich resemblesCorinthianis used for all figurines
in the new deposit except S 9413-2-143 (not illustrated),which is of a hard, red fabric.
160 S 9413-2-197, interior and exterior coveredwith brown-to-blackpaint, with crazing. The kraters seem
like those from the Agamemnoneion at Mycenae and the miniatures in the 1925 Phlius deposit: Cook,
pp. 41-43, and Biers, 1971, nos. 13 and 14, p. 405, pl. 86.
161 Fig. 22:g: S 9413-2-219, perhaps originally painted;cf. the elaboratedhandlesin the 1925 deposit, Biers,
1971, no. 46, A-D, p. 414, pl. 89. Fig. 22:h: S 9413-2-224, painted brown in and out; cf. Biers, 1971, nos. 20
and 21, p. 407, pl. 86; S. G. Miller, "Excavationsat Nemea, 1980,"Hesperia 50,1981 (pp. 45-67), pp. 64-65,
pl. 24:f; and Cook, nos. 4-14, pp. 42-44.
162 S 9413-2-202; cf. Cook, no. B27, pp. 46-47, fig. 21, nos. B26 and B28, pl. 19 and Miller, op. cit.,
pp. 64-65, pl. 24:d.
163 S 9413-2-227, perhaps an oinochoeor an open form;red paint outside;interiorpossibly with white slip,
or unglazed. Cf. the angular forms of the cup and bowl from the Agamemnoneion:Cook, nos. B19 and B22,
p. 47, fig. 20 and the miniature cups from Phlius: Biers, 1971, no. 29, p. 408, pl. 87.
164 Fig. 22:k: S 9413-2-270, rim of a small krater or kantharos;thin, crazed brown paint inside and out.
Fig. 22:1:S 9413-2-211, base of a small open shape;thin glaze inside and out.
165 S 9413-2-212.
166
S 505-2-4, two non-joiningmug fragmentswith stampedand impresseddecoration;soft fabric, mottled
reddishyellow and gray; secondhalf of the 5th centuryB.C. The forms and decorationfind close parallels with
Attic pieces: B. A. Sparkesand L. Talcott, The Athenian Agora, XII, Black and Plain Potteryof the 6th, 5th,
and 4th CenturiesB.C., Princeton 1970, nos. 202 and 203, pp. 72-74, fig. 3, and no. 207, fig. 3, pl. 47.
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23. Survey, ceramics,Classical Attic importsor imitations:a, S 505-2-4; b, S 9413-2-467.
Archaic-ClassicalArgive imports:c, S 703-2-40; d, S 204-2-592; e, S 9111-2-52; f, S 9413-2-364;
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FIG.24. Survey, ceramics,blister ware: a, S 9388-2-88; b, S 204-2-448; c, S 904-2-1, S 904-2-2. Amphoras:
d, S 2-2-50; e, S 304-2-102; f, S 9111-2-13; g, S 101-2-41

disturbedcemeteryat Phlius (Fig. 23:b),67 close to Attic prototypesin form and decoration
but executedin a uniform soft gray fabricsimilar to the mug, may indicatethat local Classical workshops were making very close imitations of Attic ware. Far more common are
black-glazedfragmentsof pale brown local and Argive fabricslike the bases of cups, bowls,
167 S 9413-2-467, from Phlius, plate with impressed palmettes and rouletting, soft gray fabric; 4th century B.C.; cf. Sparkesand Talcott, op. cit., p. 147, fig. 10, pls. 36, 59.
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and plates (Fig. 23:c-g)I68datableto the 6th and 5th centuriesB.C. Two hard-firedskyphoi
coveredwith lustrous black glaze, one decoratedwith impressedovules (Fig. 23:i),169the
other with incised or impresseddecoration(Fig. 23:j),170are likely to be productsof Argos
during the 4th century B.C. A Hellenistic moldmade bowl decoratedwith a Macedonian
shield pattern can be added to the small group of this type made in Argos (Fig. 23:h).171
Argive krater rims (Fig. 23:k-m)172 of the later Classical and Hellenistic periods seem related to a form that appears in both fine and utilitarian wares in the later Hellenistic and
Early Roman eras (Fig. 23:n-p).173
Although blister ware, a distinctiveClassical hard-firedfabric, has been regardedas a
Corinthianproduct,our discoveriesmay supportthe view of G. R. Edwardsthat it was also
made elsewhere.174 They include squat aryballoi, some with ribbed decorationas at Corinth175but also an example with incised ivy leaves borderedby arcs (Fig. 24:a).176A shoulder fragment,perhaps from an askos, is stampedwith lilies (Fig. 24:b, P1.97:a).177Finally,
two non-joiningblond blister-warefragmentsfrom the verticalwall of a large closed shape
preserve parts of a two-line inscriptionincised before firing, borderedabove by impressed
ovules and incised ivy leaves (Fig. 24:c, P1.97:b).
a.
b.
]OIAQ[
].TOII[

]EA1[

]. EK[

Although the text is too incompletefor restoration,the letter forms suggest a date between
the secondhalf of the 4th century and first half of the 3rd centuryB.C.178
168 Fig. 23:c: S 703-2-40. Fig. 23:d: S 204-2-592. Fig. 23:e: S 9111-2-52. From Phlius: Fig. 23:f:
S 9413-2-364 and Fig. 23:g: S 9413-2-365.
169 S 9111-2-45; distinctivesmall rings of glaze on the interior, apparentlyleft by the bursting of bubbles in
the black-glaze slip, are paralleledon skyphoi from the Agamemnoneion:Cook, no. G7, pp. 59-60.
170
S 101-2-37, with exaggeratedhorseshoehandles and incised or impresseddecorationunder black glaze;
cf. Cook, pp. 59-60.
171 S
800-2-10. Cf. G. Siebert, Recherchessur les ateliers de bols a relief du Peloponnese a l'epoque hellenistique, Rome 1978, DI.124 and DI.125, p. 39, pl. 20 and M. 99, p. 58, pl. 30; C. M. Edwards, "Corinthian Moldmade Bowls: The 1926 Reservoir,"Hesperia 55, 1986 (pp. 389-419), pp. 393-395.
172 I am indebtedto Kathleen Slane for identifying this shape. Fig: 23:k: S 501-2-10, black glaze inside, on
rim, and spilled on exterior,late Classicalor Hellenistic. Fig. 23:1:S 701-2-31, thin blackglaze inside, Hellenistic. Fig. 23:m: S 501-2-60, brown slip on exterior, Hellenistic(?).
173 Fig. 23:n: S 512-2-587, thin red glaze; cf. Edwards, no. 705, p. 134, pl. 33; K. S. Wright, "A Tiberian
Pottery Deposit from Corinth,"Hesperia 49, 1980 (pp. 135-177), no. 104, pp. 156, 160; K. W. Slane, "Two
Deposits from the Early Roman Cellar Building, Corinth," Hesperia 55, 1986 (pp. 271-318), no. 15,
pp. 280-281. From Phlius, semi-coarse:Fig. 23:o: S 9413-2-624; Fig. 23:p: S 9413-2-584.
174 Edwards, pp. 144-150 on blister ware, and p. 144, note 3 on the non-Corinthianexamples from Nemea.
For recent discoveriesat Nemea see Miller, 1979 (footnote51 above), pp. 80 and 92, pls. 23:a, 33:d; Miller,
1980, p. 196, pl. 46:f; Miller, 1982, p. 33, pl. 14:e. Preliminaryreportsindicate that large amounts of blister
ware were discovered in the Aphrodiseion at Argos: G. Daux, "Chronique des fouilles et decouvertes
archeologiquesen Grece en 1967,"BCH 92, 1968 (pp. 711-1136), pp. 1027-1028, 1030, fig. 12. I suspectthat
the origin of blister ware lies in the Argolido-CorinthianArgive Monochrometraditionwith which it shares
both the handmadetechnique and a markedpreferencefor the aryballosshape.
175 Edwards, pp. 146-148, pls. 35-36, 64.
176 S 9388-2-88.
177
S 204-2-448; for the shape cf. Edwards, pp. 146-148, pl. 64.
178 S 904-2-1 and S 904-2-2. Note the non-cursiveomega, small floating omicron, and phi with triangular
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As mentionedabove (p. 610), fragmentsof trade amphorasare relatively rare in comparison with other surveys. In the pre-Roman period,jars of CorinthianType A appear to
be the most common type (Fig. 24:d-g).179Much of the other coarse ware used from the
Mycenaeanto the early Hellenistic period (and later) appearsto containthe same mudstone
temper characteristic of Corinthian Type A amphoras and other Corinthian coarse
wares,180although there is considerablerange in the colorof the paste. While some finished
productswere surely imported from Corinth, a good proportionmay have been produced
locally. Typical are an Archaic louterion base with a stampedband of rosettes alternating
with leaves and tongues (Fig. 25:a, P1. 97:c);181a Classical rim with dipinto E 0 t:
(Fig. 25:b);182a Classical louterion rim (Fig. 25:c);183a virtually complete wide-mouth
pithos rim with tongues impressed on the body (Fig. 25:g);184and pithoi decoratedwith
applied straight and wavy bands, often in clay of contrastingcolor and sometimeswith slip
of contrastingcolor (Fig. 25:d, f).185A distinctivegroup of the latter that is hard fired and
alternatesbetween shadesof orangered and blue black, often in as many as five layers in the
core (Fig. 25:e),186should probablybe connectedto blister ware and the fabric of Classical
body. Cf. clay labels from the Sanctuary of Demeter at Corinth, incised before firing, tentatively dated by
Stroud to the second half of the 4th and first half of the 3rd century B.C. (R. S. Stroud, "The Sanctuaryof
Demeter and Kore on Acrocorinth,"Hesperia 37, 1968 [pp. 299-330], p. 328, pl. 98:h-k; A. H. S. Megaw,
"Archaeologyin Greece, 1964-65," AR 1964-1965 [pp. 3-31], p. 9, fig. 7) and the papyrus of Timotheos,
Persai, where the distinctive triangular phi occurs, dated to the second half of the 4th century B.C. (E. M.
Thompson,An Introductionto Greekand Latin Palaeography,Oxford 1912, pp. 105-109, chartpp. 144-145).
Other inscriptions incised before firing on Corinthian drinking cups of the later 4th and 3rd centuries B.C.
(Edwards,pp. 64-66, pls. 41, 42) use more cursiveforms.
179 Fig. 24:d: S 2-2-50, rim, 4th century B.C.; cf. C. Koehler, "Evidencearound the Mediterranean for
CorinthianExport of Wine and Oil," in Beneath the Watersof Time:Proceedingsof the Ninth Conferenceon
UnderwaterArchaeology,J. B. Arnold, III, ed., Austin 1978 (pp. 231-239), p. 232, fig. 1:e and p. 236.
Fig. 24:e: S 304-2-102, handle, mid-5th to 4th centuryB.C.; cf. ibid., p. 232, fig. 1:e;C. Koehler, "Corinthian
Developmentsin the Study of Trade in the Fifth Century,"Hesperia 50, 1981 (pp. 449-458), pp. 454-455,
fig. 1:d. Fig. 24:f: S 9111-2-13, handle, 6th or early 5th century B.C.; cf. Koehler, 1978, p. 232, fig. 1:b and
p. 236, and Koehler, 1981, pl. 98:d, e. Fig. 24:g: S 101-2-41, base, 5th to early 4th century B.C.; cf. Koehler,
1978, p. 454, pl. 98:g, h and P. B. Vandiver and C. G. Koehler, "Structure,Processing,Properties,and Style
of Corinthian Transport Amphoras,"in Technologyand Style: Ceramicsand Civilization II, The American
Ceramic Society, Columbus, Ohio 1986 (pp. 173-215), p. 186, fig. 13.
180 I. K. Whitbread ("The Characterisationof ArgillaceousInclusionsin CeramicThin Sections,"Archaeometry 28, 1986, pp. 79-88) argues that the temper in Corinthian productsis mudstone.Examples from our
survey have not yet been examined by a petrologist.Similar temper appears more finely ground in high-fired
amphorasof the Byzantine and Frankish periods.
181 S 400-2-10; cf. M. Iozzo, "CorinthianBasins on High Stands,"Hesperia 56,1987 (pp. 355-416), p. 393,
fig. 4, pls. 74-77.
182S 204-2-441, pink-buff fabric.
183 S 4-2-141; the pendent edge is painted with bands (from the top: black, reserve, red, reserve, black,
reserve,red) that show little articulationwith the molded forms. Cf. Iozzo (footnote 181 above), pp. 375 and
381, figs. 2 and 3.
184
S 204-2-172; hard pink fabric.
185 Fig. 25:d: S 401-2-20, pink paste with gray core, possibly white slipped. Fig. 25:f: S 9398-2-32, light-red
paste with applied wave of refinedwhite clay.
186 S 101-2-21, applied bands of red clay, white slip coveringthe body and the applied bands.
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Corinthian Type A amphoras;these three impermeablewares may have been developed
specially for a local product,perhaps oil.187
Roman fine wares are notably rare. Our finds include such overseasimports as Italian
sigillata (Fig. 26:a, b)188and African Red Slip wares (Fig. 26:c),189as well as more local
products(Fig. 26:d).190Roman and Late Roman coarse wares include dolia (Fig. 26:g),191
bowls (Fig. 26:h-j),192cooking pots (Fig. 26:e, f),193and a few identifiabletransportamphoras. Part of an arch support for the vaulted firing chamber of a kiln from Site 512
(P1.97:d) is similar to those in the Romankiln at Kokkinovrysiwest of Corinthand in several such kilns in the provinceof Elis.194An abundanceof Roman sherds and characteristic
finger-markedtile at the site confirmsthe date of the kiln, although it is not clear whether it
was used to fire potteryor tile.
Diagnostic Byzantine and Frankish glazed wares include Green and Brown Painted
(P1.96:e),195Slip Painted (Fig. 27:a, P1.96:e),196Measles Ware, Metallic Ware, and those
employing sgraffitoand techniques of incision (Fig. 27:b, Pls. 96:f, g and 97:e).197A kiln
used to fire Middle Byzantine or Frankish glazed pottery was recognizedat Site 510 from
fragmentsof hard-baked,coarse,yoke-shapedkiln separators(Fig. 27:c-e)198of a kind used
in Byzantine pottery kilns of the 11th centuryat Corinth199and fragmentaryconical "legs"
187 Edwards, pp. 144-145; Koehler, 1978 (footnote 179 above), p. 231; Vandiverand Koehler (footnote 179
above), esp. pp. 204-214. I have benefited from discussion of these wares with ProfessorsCarolyn Koehler
and Kathleen W. Slane.
188 Fig. 26:a: S 9413-2-214, from Phlius, Italian sigillata cup (Haltern 12) with mask applique. Fig. 26:b:
S 7-2-118, Italian sigillata cup rim with applied S-spiral; cf. Slane, 1986 (footnote 173 above), no. 50, p. 285.
189S 9413-2-492, from Phlius; cf. J. W. Hayes, Late Roman Pottery, London 1972, pp. 112-118, ARS
Form 67 or 68.
190S 7-2-213, Argive plate rim, late Hellenistic to Early Roman; cf. M. Seve, "Un puits argien du hautempire,"Etudes argiennes (BCH-Suppl. VI), Paris 1980 (pp. 295-321), no. 6, pp. 305-306, fig. 14.

191S 7-2-21 1.
192

Fig. 26:h: S 9389-2-16, Late Roman folded-rimbowl. Fig. 26:i: S 7-2-123 and Fig. 26:j: S 504-2-127,
both of the 5th century after Christ.
193
Fig. 26:e: S 7-2-212, Early Roman;cf. Wright, 1980 (footnote173 above),no. 72, p. 153, fig. 4. Fig; 26:f:
S 400-2-33, Late Roman; cf. P. Aupert, "Objetsde la vie quotidienne a Argos en 585 ap. J.-C.," Etudes
argiennes (footnote 190 above, pp. 395-457), nos. 269-285b, p. 433, fig. 43.
194 S 512-2-75, identifiedby K. Slane. The kiln at Kokkinovrysiwas excavatedin 1964 by G. Weinberg;see
the brief accounts in G. Daux ("Chroniquedes fouilles et decouvertesarcheologiquesen Grece en 1964,"
BCH 89, 1965 [pp. 683-1007], pp. 689-690) and Megaw ([footnote178 above]pp. 8-9). For kilns in Elis see
H. Schleif and R. Eilmann, "Die Palaestra,"in E. Kunze and H. Schleif,IV. Bericht uiberdie Ausgrabungen
in Olympia, Berlin 1944 (pp. 8-31), pp. 23-26; J. P. Michaud, "Chroniquedes fouilles en 1970,"BCH 95,
1971 (pp. 803-1067), pp. 905, 909, figs. 225, 226; and T. K. Karagiorga,<<KcpaucuKbSv
KicAtavoSEV"HAt8t>>,
AAA 4, 1971, pp. 27-32.
195 S 9388-2-37 (green paint); S 9388-2-46 (green glaze); S 9388-2-47 (green and brown glaze).
196 S 9388-2-51, cup with button base, dotted-style slip painted, green glaze inside and out; cf. C. H.
Morgan II, Corinth,XI, The Byzantine Pottery, Cambridge,Mass. 1942, no. 725, p. 244.
197
P1. 96:f: S 7-2-29; incised sgraffitoin the medallion style; cf. ibid., p. 149, fig. 125, probablyby the same
hand. P1.96:g: S 9142-2-182, yellow glaze; S 9142-2-177, strainer,green glaze over white slip; S 9142-2-165,
incised sgraffito, green glaze; S 9142-2-179, brown stripes over white slip; S 9142-2-172, sgraffito, green
glaze; S 9142-2-175 (Fig. 27:b), incised sgraffito, green glaze. P1. 97:e: S 7-2-31; incised fish, white slip,
yellow-greenglaze.
198 Fig. 27:c: S 510-2-77. Fig. 27:d: S 510-2-79. Fig. 27:e: S 510-2-15.
199Morgan (footnote 196 above), pp. 21-22, fig. 17:j-l.
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FIG.27. Survey, ceramics,Byzantine and Frankish:a, S 9388-2-51; b, S 9142-2-175; c, S 510-2-77;
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j, S 9339-2-17; k, S 203-2-103; 1, S 7-2-308; m, S 9110-2-3
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of the same fabricto which small patches of glaze occasionallyadhere (Fig. 27:f-h, P1.96:e,
bottom);200
the latter must be kiln supports, and similar pieces were recently excavatedin
Mediaeval kiln debris at Corinth.201Glazed sherds (P1. 96:e, top) which might have been
made in the kiln include slip-painted fragments in the dotted and linear styles, Green
and Brown Painted, and fine and wide sgraffito styles, all with close parallels at Corinth.202Byzantine and Frankish matt-paintedwares are found, including monochromatic
(P1.97:f)203and polychromatic(P1.96:h)204varieties,the latter employingred and white as
well as the more common black paint on a smooth red ground. Middle Byzantine cooking
pots are amongthe most abundantand diagnosticfinds (Fig. 27:i-m; P1.96:e, top).205
In summary, preliminary analysis of ceramic finds indicates that during the historic
period the region around Nemea dependedprimarilyon Corinth,Argos, and other near-by
or strictly local centers for most of its ceramicmaterials. Imports are strikingly rare in all
periods, a pattern that seems to hold equally for fine wares, coarse wares, and transport
amphoras.The surveyhas producedimportantevidenceof local productionthroughoutthis
long period. That Phlius producedits own pottery and figurines during the Archaic and
Classical periods is indicatedby the distinctivefabric and style of materials from the new
votive deposit there;kiln debrisof the Roman and Mediaeval periodsprovidesindisputable
evidencefor local productionat several sites in the region during later times. Local affinities
are observedin the region's fondness for blister ware during the Classical and Hellenistic
periods, whether or not that distinctiveware was manufacturedthere or brought in from
Corinth and Argos or other near-by centers.
At this time it is not possible to differentiatebetween rural and urban use of pottery
within the area except to observegreaterdiversityat Phlius and other large centers.When
viewed as a region, however, our discoveries stand out, especially when compared with
results of similar surveys in other parts of Greece, notably on the island of Keos and in the
Southern Argolid. While distance from the sea and the difficulty of overland transport
might help explain why the inland region receivedrelativelyfewer imports during historic
times than these island or coastal areas, no doubtother factorsplayed a role in the apparent
isolation of the Nemea region.206This geographicalfactormay be illustratedby contrasting
200 P1. 96:e, bottom:S 9388-2-28, S 9388-2-78, S 9388-2-72, S 9388-2-74. Fig. 27:f: S 510-2-43. Fig. 27:g:
S 510-2-108 (glaze adheringto the side). Fig. 27:h: S 9388-2-28.
201 Excavatedin 1986; I am grateful to Dr. C. K. Williams, II for bringingthis materialto my attentionand
allowing me to examine it briefly during its initial processing.
202 P1. 96:e, top: S 9388-2-37; S 9388-2-46; S 9388-2-47; S 9388-2-51; S 9388-2-76; cf. Morgan (footnote
196 above), pp. 95-103.
203 S 9134-2-1; cf. T. S. MacKay, "More Byzantineand Frankish Potteryfrom Corinth,"Hesperia 36,1967
(pp. 249-320), pp. 279-288; M. Pierart and J.-P. Thalmann, "Ceramiqueromaine et medievale,"Etudes
argiennes (footnote190 above), nos. B37 and B41, p. 480; nos. D9, D10, and D11, p. 482.
204 S 9556-2-75 and S 9556-2-76; cf. MacKay (footnote203 above), nos. 64, 70-72, p. 280.
205 Fig. 27:i: S 502-2-76, rim. Fig. 27:j:S 9339-2-17, rim. Fig. 27:k: S 203-2-103, rim. Fig. 27:1:S 7-2-308,
rim with attached lugs. Fig. 27:m: S 9110-2-3, lacking rim. P1. 96:e, top: S 9388-2-60. For the group cf.
MacKay, op. cit., pp. 288-300.
206 Sutton in Cherry et al., Archaeological Landscape; Sutton in Munn, Pullen, and Runnels (footnote 63
above).
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the dearth of transport amphoras other than Corinthian in the Nemea region during the
first millennium B.C.with their relative abundanceon Keos. The survey of northwestern
Keos yielded a large number and variety of amphorasduring this period, but the islanders,
living in an area of restrictednatural resources,were highly dependentupon imports for
their survival.The richerand more diversenatural resourcesof the Nemea region may have
provideda base of self-sufficiencythat did not require heavy dependencyon external areas.
This of course is an issue that has been of general interest to the projectas a whole and
cannot be answered merely by study of the ceramicfinds from the survey. That such questions, however, among others, can be defined and explored in this preliminary study well
illustratesthe utility of systematicallygatheringand studying surfacecollections.
ROBERTF. SUTTON,JR.
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
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PLATE 93

a. View of the Nemea Valley from the northeast,taken from Mt. Phoukas

b. Tsoungiza, view of EU5 from south
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PLATE 94

a. EU5, "burntroom"at north, bowls from floor. Top: 757-2-4, 757-2-6, 757-2-7, 757-2-5.
Bottom:757-2-9, 757-2-10, 757-2-2, 757-2-8

Tsoungiza

b. EU5, Pit 56, vessels. Top: 1948-2-4, 1948-2-1. Bottom: 1948-2-3, 1948-2-2, 1948-2-5

A

f. EU5 (Trench R-IV,
near Pithos No. 5,
1927), terracottamold
(photo Harland
archives)

-

c. EU5, lid of steatite
vessel 745-8-1

____________________

e. EU5, lead stamp
5d. EU5, bronze dagger 2016-5-1

~~~~~~~~890-5-1

g. EU5 (Trench P, the
"well", 1927), incised
pedestal-footedshallow
cup (photo Harland
archives)

PLATE 95

a. EU1 EU7, floor deposit from front room of southwesternbuilding.
Top: P 716, P 724, P 740, P 722. Bottom:P 741, P 723, P 708, P 685
Tsoungiza

________-______________

b. EU10, LH IIA deposit. Top: 1767-2-3, 1759-2-2. Bottom: 1774-2-2
1776-2-1, 1767-2-1

c. EU2, floor deposit. Top: 308-2-9, 309-2-3,
308-2-10. Bottom:308-2-7, 308-2-12, 308-2-3

,
e. EU9, fragment of

-2-1
d. EU2, floor deposit: askos 223-2-2

f. EU9,
"breadmaker"
figurine 1559-2-1

PLATE 96

b. S 9413-2-287, S 9413-2-305, S 9413-2-280,
S 9413-2-309, S 9413-2-301

a. S 9413-2-476, S 9413-2-468

s
c. Top: S 9413-2-307, S 9413-2-288.
S 9413-2-292,S 9413-2-306,
Bottom:
S 9413-2-284, S 9413-2-313, S 9413-2-142

ai't

I.

d. Top: S 9413-2-300, 59413-2-310,
S 9413-2-295, S 9413-2-187.
Bottom:S 9413-2-319, S 9413-2-293,
S 9413-2-290

f. S 7-2-29

e. Top:S9388-2-37, S 9388-2-46,S9388-2-47, S 9388-2-51,

U

V

S 9388-2-76, S 9388-2-60. Bottom:S 9388-2-28,

S 9388-2-78,S 9388-2-72, S 9388-2-74,S 9388-2-6

g. Top: S 9142-2-182, S 9142-2-177,
S 9142-2-165, S 9142-2-175.
Bottom:S 9142-2-179, S 9142-2-172

s

4

h. Top: S 9556-2-19, S 9556-2-28, S 9556-2-47,
S 9556-2-20. Middle: S 9556-2-23, S 9556-2-50,
S 9556-2-73, S 9556-2-75, S 9556-2-76.
Bottom:S59556-2-65, S 9556-2-29, S 9556-2-17,
S 9556-2-23, S 9556-2-26

PLATE 97

a.S204-2-448

b. Left: S 904 2-1. Right: S 904-2-2

-

p

c.S400-2-10
e.S 70-2-318

f.S93-d. S 512-2-75
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